Den't blink,

HSU’s women’s softball
team to finally
play on home
turf.
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Benjamin Lowe, 18, a wildlife major and
resident of Sunset Hall was arrested Thurs-

day at UPD headquarters
and charged with
a
ere Foster

The use of an undercover police officer
led to the arrests of six students for felonies

oenee:

eee + oe

of marijuana,

cone

hallucinogenic

mushrooms
and LSD.
Alfredo “Nacho” Gutierrez, 19, and Ryan
Willey, 18, were arrested in Sunset Hall
March 13 after UPD officers
investi
the odor of marijuana coming from their
room.
Officers found six marijuana plants, 72.1
grams of marijuana valued at $800, an elec-

tronic scale, packaging material and three
industrial-size
lights.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice president
for
student affairs, said the men are no longer
tea
removed
university. He said
Sosa ie idadon of Oct aad eee,
~ duct code.
Gutierrez and

were taken
to Hum-

boldt County Jail, bail was set at $25,000

.

Wendi
resources
Hall, was
quarters

Raifaisen, 18, an environmental
major and resident of Redwood
arrested
at UPD headand charged with the sale of 1.7

with the sale of nine “hits” of LSD.
Harold Arres, 19, a forestry major was
arrested Friday after he turned himself in to
police. He is a former Redwood Hall resi-

dent and was
with the sale of 2.4
grams of mushrooms and 19.4 grams of

boldt County Jail with bail set at $25,000
They were released on their own

and are scheduled to appearin court beApril 19.

Hoh may recht

Neither Godaea'eor Willey could be
reached
for comment.

UPD Chief Robert Foster said the other
four people arrested were arrested after they
sold drugs to the undercover
officer.

_

They will be meeting today
and Thursday with Webb oes
to
their options,

pe

yam

ageedescdompatphr aia

at this time.
Aside from criminal

dents are also facing

the four stu-

actionby

Foster, who

became
UPD chief,

said the issue of illegal drug activity has
beena
topic of concern
among HSU public
which include the choice between a formal
for some time.
or an informal hearing.
“It
was
made
clear to me that the enforceA formal hearing, Webb said, is similar to
a court trial. There is a hearing officer, wit- ment of illegal drug activity and the crimes
nesses
and testimony. The
officer - associated with that was a priority,” Foster
said. “So asa follow up to a lot of work that
Scias to die creeanddedea Caen tn
had
taken place
previ
, wearranged
for
been a violation committed and what action
to come on
should be taken. The decision then goes to an undercover police
campus and to pose as a student, to investiPresident Alistair McCrone, who will make
gate some of the allegations that had been
the final decision. McCronedeclined
tocomreceived.”
ment on the issue.
If a student decides he or she does not

want to go
the
Webb said, he
quick informal h
facing
him or
At that time there

process of a formal
or she can choose a
Se

are three possible

courses of action the university may take.

and the men were releasedon

recuse

ril3, 1996

The students
may be put on
i
with:
which, Webb said, is usually
i
some sort of community service.
The stu-

Inside information was needed to find

out what was going on, he said.
“The process by which you get inside
information
is to get inside,” Foster said.

UPD had received many tips about drug
activity in the residence halls, he said.
“We didn’t
have any definite ideas as to

who was dealing. We had some strong indicators as to where, as far as location, some

pap ates ip types ong 9 he said.
He said the undercover officer is not
working on campus now, but he would not
comment as to whether or not there are
other undercover
officers at HSU.
He said although there have been investigations into illegal
in the
So Genet
aaddeomes
has
See Arrests,
page 6
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In the March 27 issue of The Lumberjack it was incorrectly
reported in the article on page 19 that Julia Reichert teaches at
Athens Universityin Dayton. She actually
teaches at Wright University in Ohio.

The Lumberjack regrets this error and any confusion it may have

S.L. Solamone
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Appropriate technology students rough it
@ A weekend at the.
Aprovecho Institute
provides needed

knowledge through
different means.
By Christina Begley

pus Center for Appropriate
Tech-

they don’t have.”
The students
spent their time in
workshops building rotergrity
domes to see a form of affordable
housing, working ini the organic
gardens, using solar ovens and
rocket stoves for cooking, and hik-

clei, tik fear calf mntilbers,
two research assistants and 12

see the differences between clear

technologically inclined. It gives
them a chance to see the design
eee
"The institute is similar to a
larger ecale version of the Cam-

cuts and sustainable harvesting.

Other projects the group looked.
at included jet-pulse engines for

ate technology
vary, but the approach was stated by E.F.

grain drying,

Schumacher in his book Small is

water

propriate Technology class spent

ball

Se sacdiuid ors peateoies wanes

systems,
and icy

that could
be used
countries.

nologies they have been studying.

Charlie Sugihara, geograp
junior, said the hike around
were

The Aprovecho Research Institute near E
Ore. started
had workedas con-

watershed
was one of the best experiences
he had on the trip.

sultants
and decided
to apply their know/l-

tacular. It gave

in the late °70s after the directors

NEVADA

“It was spec-

“Walking along in thick forest and looking
over the ridge at dramatic dear cuts made a
real impression. Walking aang me dear.
cuts made you feel sick.”

barter

their commitment
to empowering

the class and I think it will make a

able, and heating was limited.

Another student, Adrian
Eberhart, environmental science

“It was amazing how environmentally sound we were the
whole

weekend,

from

composting
toilets to living without running water after we had
used up our supply. Idon’tknow

how many students would be

senior, said she also enjoyed the
trip.

“At Aprovecho everything they

ABRULT

we U graduate Jef Shields, the
manager for the Emerald
People’s Utility District, spoke
about the initiative process that allowed a group of Oregon citizens

to take over a utilities company to
run themselves for their commu-

The
¢ groupgre also learned about
the Lane County Project that is

tapping methane gas from a landfill to power
over 1,700 homes.
Eberhart
said she was

sive about the trip at first, after

learning it was mandatory
for the
course, but said “after we got there
it was a wonderful experience and
I am really glad I got to go.”

NE
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\WEFART. Pre ot

students who are not
stiaeaeie

the floors; showers were notavail-

big difference for the rest of the
semester.
It is a really good idea to
spend this time together as a group
and I think it is beneficial to the
learning environment,” he said.

“If you smadintoaid the concepts, you can use that knowledge in various circumstances
with different
specific materials,”
Williams said. “There are some
givens that are important
to entering a situation with
humility and learning from the
people’s expressed needs and not
offering solutions to problems

she said.
Students either camped out
around the building or slept on

“I think the best thing was that
we d
community within

‘

dimensions. Williams
said this was
“a good hands-on opportunity after studying the politics to see appropriate technology ini action.
This is especially important for

clear cuts made you feel sick,”

om
ie

community aspects of appropriate technology through political

prominence. ©

r

ternational, domestic, feministand

ios, ite do-

he would recommend this type of field trip for
other classes.

pression. Walking through the

mainly on the technological aspects, Williams incorporated the
Cae

‘3

people and eleviating suffering,”
Williams said.
Students in the class study in-

oe

and looking over the ridge at dramatic clear cuts made a real im-

wk

eee

3

ing, the quality of the science and

tems. Although appropriate tech-

the class for a
minor in ap-

mentally sound. they were really
aware of their impact,” she said.
“Walking along in thick forest

e cs

voluntary simplicity of their liv-

did was sustainable
and environ-

propriate technology
and said

atin

mer trip to see the

logging prac-

tices,” he said.
Sugihara took

ADRIAN EBERHART
HSU environmentol science senior

quently
took a suminstitute.
“I was really impressed
with the

us a first hand
look
at
unsustainable

et

others
to learn from.
Melanie Williams,
the instructor
for the
class,
met one of the
directors
at a conference and_ subse-

9 Appropriate Technology

ozone

to keep vaccinations viable in de-

in Oregon learning about the tech-

edge to a center for

WASHINGTON

ing the watershed
with a forester to

interns. Definitions
of appropri-

Students in the Politics of Ap-

scho location

MOONSTONE
Extreme

aooo sense.

plex racquetball
courts anda boom
box and backpack from the Art
department photography lab.
© A bicycle from the Chinquapin Hall bike room was reported
in UPD storage, having been found
on campus during spring break.
¢ Someone reported a handgun
being in a residence
hall room Friday afternoon.
UPD determined a
gun was there about a month ago
and had since been removed.
¢ Zeus, a Rottweiler
mix, was
reported stolen from outside
Forbes Complex Friday evening.
About an hour later, the owner

no contact
with his son for a
and the student
was not
ans\
the phone Saturday. UPD four
the student’s
vehicle at his resi
dence,
but there was no response
at his door. The student returned

Sunday from a scuba dive in Fe
¢ Toilet
paper and palm

le

covered
a vehicle in the Jolly

Gian

Commons
lot Monday morning.
e A student's
arm was
injurec
fi

tri

e

on

fishi

line

Alder Hall Monday morning.

a

The

discovered
friends had untethered
¢ Friday night four vehicles in
the Harry Griffith lot were reportedly driving in circles. An officer

Class

ow
at

tne

shaving cream, were
throughout
the building.

found

Compiled
by Andrew I. Jones

Schedules

Available
BOOKS store

Fall

for

1996

“Interactive
strategy game played

during live telecast baseball games!"
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Arrests: Four students await HSU disciplinary action

© Continued
from page 1
been only for a short time.
“The incidents occurred over
the past $0 days... The undercover officer on campus was working for the last 30 days,” he said.
“The university,
in years past
had used a similar type of technique and found it to be success-

ful,” he said. “I would suspect
that we will probably look at that
as a technique
to use in the future.”

He said he did not want the
techniques used by UPD to be
taken the wrong way by the HSU
community.
“I hope that all of us here at

Humboldt
would see something
like this, although it is not the
most comfortable
situation to have
going on, as a positive step to-

Webb said the idea to have an
undercover
officer was his.
“I'm hopeful
that it will be a
wake up call for some others and
we'll probably have to do this again

We've gathered a lot of information and we are going to continue
our investigation,
so that’s something I really can’t provide any
details to at this time,” he said.
There is one other person being

by UPD. Patrick
time at
thisht
soug
,
nota student
20, is ia
“Tim” Garc
a tranas bed
and has been descri

d halluciof selling
sient suspecte
nogenic mushrooms.
“He’s been known to frequent

the Calistoga
area all the way up to
Oregon,” Foster said.
UPD asks that anyone with information
of Garcia’s whereabouts
contact
them at 826-3456.

next year with the new class of

freshman
coming in,” Webb said.
He said there is no evidence
that
the six people arrested were connected to each other in any way.
“There's
no evidence ofaring,”
he said.
Foster said there are still other
ongoing investigations of illegal
drug activity.
“We’re not at liberty to say
whether or not these are the only
ones (students) on campus that
are going to be affected by this.

Pedal Power
Arcata volunteer Bart Orlando and natural resources junior Dana Papke are developing a
system of electricity generating exercise bicycles.

Pedaling
turns the front wheel, activating
the generator which makes

. The

electricity Is then used to power what it Is hooked up to or it can be stored in a battery cell.

DELI DINER OPENS DALY @ 1 1AM

OPEN
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Wed. I lam-Mon.
2am

677-3611
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HEIGHTS
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The highest rate of output for this exercise bicycle is 100 to 150 watts of power.
“You can power a thirty inch color television, VCR and charge a battery for your laptop
computer by pedaling for a few hours,” Orlando said.
Currently the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology house uses the wind turbine,
photovoitaics and the bicycles to provide the house with
Ortando and Papke are working with the physical education department, which donated four
used exercise bicycles to CCAT last semester. CCAT plans to create a program that
integrates this appropriate technology with PE classes.
“We envision a future where the PE department will allow students to come here to exercise
for credit, while they charge our batteries,” Papke said.
The bicycles will have book holders allowing students to stucly while they pedal, Papke sald.
_ “Ideally, the PE department would convert all of their exercise bicycles.
them to
produce enough energy to power the gym throughout the day,” Oriando sald, stressing the
importance of self-refllance and alternative energy sources.

THE ONE STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
¢ MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER
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Memo sp arks department concern
the memo stated.
Single subjects social science

@ Possibility of new

learning format for
history department
creates debate.

senior Chad Shelton said, “Just

think
about it. Ifyou told students
dav didite dee ts ttle 4 ee
because a tape was being shown,
they wouldn’tcome.
... Youcould
a.

sreieeoe

“(The professors) are very

In an attempt to reform classes,
students and
are concerned
that the history
may lose sight of the human fac-

t them
on tape,

them questi
There
is concern from students

tor.

In a memo sent from Lee H.
Bowker,
dean of college ofbehav- ©

ioral and social sciences to Louis
A. Okin, chair of the history de-

and professors about classrooms
becoming impersonal should

Bowker’s suggestions become a

reality.

“We're all human beings,”
Sievers said. “Teachers... need
that human contact with the stu-

want to log on.”
Bowker said lectures and dis-

Sievers said if his lectures were
reducedto videotaped instruction,
students would likely nod off.

During a lecture, he said he plays
offof students’ reactions
and makes
a lot of eye contact with them.

“There’snosubstitute,”he said.

Headded he usually
has five or six
students “hanging around after

class” to ask questions or make

ment,” Shelton said. “We know

everyone. You want to do well —

for one on one, but said there is a

Bowker drafted the model for
the d
that has faculty
and students concerned.
He listed in stages a new format

you have a more personal relaSonhip. It’s nice to go to classroom where a professor knows
your name.”
History Professor Rodney M.

in the

for history classes that would utilize history majors to lead class"
discussions and use videotaped
presence of the instructor in the
classroom.”
Students would have “One lecture per week in a 150-seat hall in

each of the lower-division general

education
classes” instead ofsame
classes that currently meet three
times a week in the same time slot,

“We all ua

change all the

time,” Bowker said. “Every sub-

teachers and students.
“I might be wrong, but I am

concerned that eventually TV
monitors and computers could
replace instructors in the classroom — especially
in large-enroll-

entering a classroom.
The cost toimplementany such

trary to Humboldt State’s tradi-

tional emphasis on small classes
and personal contact between

ment GE courses,” he said.

Sievers said not only do many

cussions will always be the essence
of a class, but “these other things
would enhance it.”
Okin said he didn’t think creating mass lectures to be instructed
by videotape would work, however, using the tapes in addition to
professors’ lectures may be a possibility.
“Humboldt is providing an al-

need for change

ject needs to evolve ... It seems
clear that the system is going in
this direction.”
Bowker said the need for change
generates from the varying needs
of students. He said three quarters
of the students on campus work
and many have child-care respon-

Sievers said the memo “goes con-

structor and as many students as

dents just as with the other way

positions

a

computer chat time with the in-

around.”

comments on the lecture.
Bowker acknowledged theneed

“We're a pretty small depart-

partment, Bowker outlined his

Prices change
an the memo ei
“In
ition to regular faculty office
hours, students have ... a w

sibilities. He also said disabled students could get a degree without

ternative to other universities,”

Okin said. “We feature student
contact ... The department is

strongly favorable of maximum

contact between students and faculty.”
Okin said the memo is an attempt to make better use of the
technologies that exist but it’s “not
for the history department.” He
said his initial response to the
memo was that it was “thought
provoking” yet “a little far-out.”
But Bowker seemed eager to
make his ideas reality. He said,
“The sky’s the limit. We can do
anything.”
Sievers said, “Those history fac-

program has not been determined.

See History, page 8

Bowker said, “It’s hard to say.
?
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Forensics team journeys
to Rice U for tournament
@ Scoring mistake
spoils team’s bid
for finals.
oy

oe Lame

Four members of the HSU Debate Team took a trip to Texas last
weekto
parti
in the National
i
Debate Association
Championships at Rice University.
Two teams represented HSU at
the March21 through
26 champi-

onships. Philosophy senior Chris

We'll match your qualifications with our a
of 300,000 non-government funding sources.
We guarantee a minimum of 6 sources that you are
qualified to apply for or your money back.
Don’t delay... get the money for education which
you don’t have to pay back. Call or write us today
for an application.
UMAR & ASSOCIATES
24650 Diamond Ridge, Hayward, CA 94544

1-600-466-9222 Ext. 4416

Bauerle and communications senior Robert Margesson were on
one debate team and speech
sophomore Paul Deis and journalism junior Matt Krupnick
were

"though both teams failed to
ary
make it past the preliminround,
the team of Bauerleand Margesson
was eliminated due to a scoring
mistake.

Going into the eighth and final
debate of the preliminary round,
leand Margesson
of
the team Bauer
needed one win to qualify for the

finals.

The mistake occurred when
HSU’s winning score in the final
debate was switched with the

opposition’ s score, leading to the
team’s fourth loss and disqualifi-

cation.
“I’ve never seen this happen
before,” said Greg Young, director of forensics at HSU. “A critic

mistake had to happen to us.”
The mistake caused Bauerleand
et ad ote
ee

ing a 5-3 record

to

the

se cheese
nb ate one
four losses.
“I was very

outcome, but |

oes

time,” Bauerle said. “I met some

nice people and learned a lot. I'd
just like to take what I learned and
‘aah others about my experiences.”
“I was upset at the mistake,
but

this was one of the best times I’ve

ever had,” Margesson added.
The team of Deis and
Krupnick
he dishes @&teoned, a
strong effort by the younger team

acco’

to

Young.

in the preliminary round filled out
the ballot erroneously and it’s unfortunate that such a devastating

History
&

¢ Continued from page 7
ty members with whom ve spon (on this issue) are not enthusiC.
“I believe that Dean Bowker
like to advance the interest
f the history department, but I

nally question the suitability

of this approach for Humboldt
State because HSU has always attracted students by promising
them small classes and personal

professors and students.
He said, “I sincerely

contact with instructors.”
If the department chooses to
combine lectures with proposed
technology, Sievers hopes it will

dent-teacher relationship i
of destroying it.”

The Spring Youth Day Camp is for kids 5 to 12 years old
Activities include:
¢S
© Indoor soccer
e» Kayaking
e Playing on the Giant Yellow Submarine and more...

cael G-12

The camp will take place Monday through Friday
9:00 am - noon (option I) or 9:00 am - 5:00 pm (Option II).
Program fees:

Option!
$41 per week ©¢¢ $9.
per 00
half day
Option II $82 per week *¢ $18.
per00
day

This year the Associated Students of HSU is offering HSU student parents 50% off option I
or II
(for the entire week). This offer is on a first-come first-serve basis, so register early

Call the Arcata Community Pool at 822-680!

Sisiaineetinadielictaneeeitnctasnanialensiehataareenn

erent
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PHOTOS BY TERESA MILLS AND
AYAKO WALKER/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Dixieland festival jazzes up
senior, children’s programs
The sixth annual Redwood
Coast

for the “Teste of Mein Street” which launched the three-day jazz festival.

10
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Environmental Center to celebrate silver anniversary

@ Founders to hold

somuneing 800,000 acres ofl

April Fools’ auction

as wilderness in the Klamath-

to raise money for

hundvedsofofa
miles a
of

center’s programs.

nic
areas
fee

Mark Winner
a

which resulted in a drastic curtailment of logging on 17 National
Forests.
ee nto
ow
.

The Northcoast Environmental
Center is hosting
annual
Fools’ auction toe
Arcata Saturday night.

rivers
and petiaa oe

ronmental protection, McKay said
the center’s employees
and volunteers doa lot of basic environmen-

a

The event will also be a celebra-

tal educati
in the community.
on

tion of the 25th anniversary of the
NEC.

“We
do a lot of small things
—
We want people to ge

About 100 items will be auc-

better prepared to deal with issues

tioned off including goods such as

in their backyard,” he said. “For

works by community artists, meals

example, when the proposal first

at local restaurants, musical instru-

came out to burn tires in Blue Lake

ments and books. Other auction

people came through the doorand

items include services donated

a

ee

massage therapists, said Sid HSU artelumnaPatricie
A. Sennott's peinting “African Tulip” is one of 100 items to be auctioned

eaara

the NEC. in Ghniedces
pest yearspeoplchave
ital
alte ah

guage) todoanditlo
and suggest some
beels
things
like oks
they've

ee

attain.

the Plaza Grill,” McKay said.
The bar will open at5p.m.and
theitemstobeauctionedwillbeon
display. A dinner catered by
Abruzss will be served
at 6:30
and the auction will begin at 7:00.
Tickets
are $25.
ee
ee
ee
toward the continued operationof
the NEC, which includes publishing ECONEW
and maintaining
S,
an 8,500-volume environmental
_ library in addition to other forms

ell

buyers’ dogs or come to their
homes to cook an oyster dinner.
The auction has generatedas
much as $8,000 for the NEC in
auctions and been an important part ofthe NEC’s
NEC
director Tim McKay
the
anniversary will boost this year’s
event.
“We won’t
know until its over,
butwearehopeful...Wehavetaken
ittoala
venue thisrger
year. Before
we've been sort of crammed into

at
because
she y thinks
NEC does _good work for——
the community .
of public educationabouttheenvironmen
The NEC alsot.
engages
in lobbying andlitigationeffortsto
the environment.
| The NEC was foundedin
1971
_ by fivelocalenvironmentalgroups
‘in the
of the fret Earth
Earth
Day celebrati
McKay
on,
said.
Earth Day ecology centers started
popping up across the United
States, manyofwhichevolvedinto
ing centers. The NEC fol_ lowed this trend but its founders

1701 Giuatoli Lene @ Arcata @ California © 95521
Jeri Oliphant, D.V.M.

Weady Lipman, D.V.M.

—

to translate the

wanted to remain a community done really well.”
_resource for information
on envi- _ Domini
said the NECtz
accom_ ronmental issues. So, in 1977 the ee
eee
ens oO
center spun off the Arcata Comtime employees
but the ,
most
munity Recyclin
Center andgis aie
tae
now a member group of the NEC. for him is “it keeps renewing my
§ McKayhasbeenatthecenterfor senseofidealiscynic
m, that 1am.”
21 years and said he is proud of
McKay said he would like evmany of the things it has accom- _eryone to attend the auction, but
_ pli
eee
| Among the environmental ac- _ tickets
in advance or call and recomplishments spearheaded by serve tickets. Call 822-6918 for
the NEC are: expanding
the Red- tickets and information.

LESS THAN 10
HSU students are running for these

15 POSITIONS!

Appointments: (707) 822-2402

ring in Ro For f 10% Discount OF Physical Cxamination ___

ELECTION PACKETS
AVAILABLE NOW
@ the A.S. office in the UC South Lounge

“Duck, Cover and Hold” drill per-

formed by the Fire PALS at Niet

night’s council meeting.
said the drills
are important in earthquake education,
ialy
for children.
“It

sticks into kids’ minds.

When we had the last
kids got their parents underneath
at the mall. They knew to
duck, cover and hold and their

CainerIt’s a —

a

The FirePALS, a nonprofit, Fire PALS “Hoser” (Jeft) and “ir. California” perform a “Duck, Cover and Hold” drill for the mayor and clty council.
Bure

Sr fighters).

panded on this lecture-style pro-

ee

eS

Sieh, a high
Eee school
comnuneny
from
gym to a ete
com-

sa

eae

ee

Be prer
The
following
list
some of the iteme
whieh
hould
be atrepresents
éd'in'ceesa sample
of an of
erthquake:

“Themorepeoplesee,themore
Fire PALS will be visiting
people won't get hurt,” Mullen —schoolsinthe community throughnoting the idea behind the
ee
sages 0
eeegians to's “egy Sige Bees dela. The ey of Eureka
also
happening
in the first place.”
The two started the

na

an interactive teaching
es roche een
bacco and
prevention, inad- atthe cornerof 1 lthand E streets in
dition to
quake and flood Eureka, provides immediate
emersafety. Fire PALS was inspiredby gency services including
an open
a similar firefighter programin shelter after cciielasialeni
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Ultrapower decision postponed,
many questions unanswered
®@ Scientific experts
to continue analysis
of tire-bum otects.

how Ultrapower
would dispose of
toxic
ash, how ash fallout would

effect the brewery and what would
happen to fish in the Mad River.
A triumvirate
of participants —

Oy Rien Woodie

the

i

planning commission,
engineers
and a panel

ee
the Blue Lake Planning
Commis-

Ope
6 a.m.
n to Midnight, Everyday.
1618 G Sc, Arcata * 822-8712
2021 Sth Sc, Eureka * 445-3334

Seswoulldecidahtaals cheer
or not to grant Ultrapower
S a per-

kinkeovs

meeting was scheduled for April
15 at 6:30 p.m.

| Your branch office

This is the third ime
the decision has been
The meetwhich is longer than
most of the residents

1700 Union Sereet (below HSU tennis courts) ................ Phone 822-0367

who attended the meet-

SATUROAY

DAYLIGHT

NIGHT

begins paying them less for elec-

tricity this

Much of the meeting was spent
answi

56 questions put to-

gether by residents for the meeting. Blue Lake residents
wanted

SAVINGS TIME!

answers
to a number of

roy

things:

exceeded standards 37
times.

Ultrapower
Plant
Randy Scott is
that they will
be granted the permit

ideal fuel for their high energy

value, consistent
burning and because they would otherwise just

takeup space in crowded landfills.
He said there will be no smell of

percent tires and95 per-

cent biomass, increasing the tire

level 5 percent every week for 10
weeks until tires are 50 percent of
the fuel.
Anenvironmental
impact report

center
of Blue Lake,

1,400. The plant i
10
megawatts of electricity, enough
for 18,000 se oa

has not been conducted, much to

ere

| What ; position willl You run A
|_

Aa

in

year, th

“once we provide them

duyuetia which thoy will begin by
burning

bs Snag

1985

with the facts.” He said tires are an

shorter test as a sort of plea bargain. Ultrapower declined the offer
Ultrapower
has proposed a 90-

lections: Are

sat

157 times since the plant

CHRISTINE KEIL
wildlife grauduate

bark and wood chips, but the company may be forced to shut down
and lay off 25 workers if they cannot find an inexpensive fuel to
supplement
biomass when PG&E

FOR

sion standards set by the North

“The humans were not taken into
consideration, let alone all the other
animals that live in this valley.”

eration power
in 1984, burns shredded

Dow FORGET
TO SET YOUR
CLOCKS FORWARD ONE HOUR ON

Ultrapower has exceeded emisCoast Unified Air Quality Management District

ing lasted.
detention

Easter
Worship
8:30am
and 10:50am
This Sunday
College "Breakast
for a Buck"
Bible Study at 9:30am

i

Chairman Terry Gray asked the
Ulerapower engineers if they would
be willing to conduct a much

mit to test-bum
tres. Yet another

Arcata First Baptist Church

Christis Risen |
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Quake
© continued
from page 11
cluding 50 cots, 250 blankets, a
Sw Gt sid is nc some canned nd

enough

of the quake,
said.
The Red Cross also
pitpetie tiucntemeaiesant
even contacts relatives out of the
area if phones are out of service.

First aid kits are available
for purchisae a8 the Aikérican Rd Cross.
The Governor's
Office of Emergency Services has issued a pam-

phlet providing a step-by-step

remain inside and duck under a
desk or stand in a corner. If outCoees, gas late an pen teas satay

See

eons
anh
a car,

a

oe
ae

hss ee tei die hs ito.
In the event of a power failure,
than a few hours. oalligeue

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?

Canned

FREE p

perishable food won't last more

tie

road and avoid overpasses
and

power lines.

all services free and confiden

after the quake, check

clpagorsonabn

Chests

oben tum ona
ona porable
Pes clicel

wy:

The first 72

afteranearth-

Cross and OES suggest

ing

practice
drills at home

with
family members or roommates. It is importaht to identify
“safe spots” and decide on a meet-

Crisis Oa,

607 F Street, Arcata
822-7039

friends

checklist
of what to do in the event

oe
ee If a major
quake occurs
while you are indoors, the OES advises peopleto

tricity,
gas, water and
could be unavailable.
Be prepared
to live without these services
for at

checklists,
call the Office
Services
at (916) 262-1843,

| DENTISTRY

es

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!” a

ATALANTA’S
VICTORY

RUN

The largest all-woman athletic event north of San Francisco and south of Portland.

Saturday
May 11
2 or 5 mile walk
or run ™

Awards and
flowers for all
participants
Mother/daughter
division
Stroller division

Wheelchair
division
$

1.89.5
9. $3.09

SEe

Applications

available at the
Arcata and
Eureka Co-ops

A fund-raiser for Humboldt Women for Shelter!
NORTE

COAST

EUREKA

testin

CO-OP
ANYONE
CAN

SHOP!
tYONE

CAN

JOIN

ARCATA

CO-OP

1225 B ST. 822-5105

On

the South Sided the H5U Bookstore inthe bis tent
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Northern county schools connect on ’Net
chased by TCETP to network
eight community
K-12 schools.
“Those first ‘brambles’ have
grown to include cy
ge 50

Community school children are
exploring
the Internet and making
connections through the Black - schools now,”
Bramble Network Project.
One of the six major goals of the
program started in 1993 as
is to create a
. Oe
anda
mean
for this area.
communica
Project
will give childrena
(TCETP) started,
ing to in-

corporate Hi

dt,

Del

—

ical

niece

Fy

using

computer
instead

of

watching
TV and he

mentioned
to
other
members of
his network
service the

a chance to help preserve
the
colorful, multi-ethnic and
exciting history of our local
areo that can be used by the
community for many years.

possibility

BBN project leader

of an online
children’s

id.

two would be a great catalyst, but
not necessary for success.”

In the future, Spreen said he
hopes to connect more of the community
computers.

“The
ts of connectivityin
this community
can’tbe overstated.

said.“The
fulfillment
has
been remarkable.
I’ve
partici
in international
online educational
chats, been interviewed fora satellite TV broadcast and conducted online Internet tours as a

result of being a BBN Project

Leader. Is great to be part of the
educational telecom pioneers of
the North Coast.”

°

*.

the first History

Homepage
Web
site
contest with

HSU Housing and Dining Services
has the following openings for May 21—August 25

- History Day.
Nine

for students enrolled in at least 6 units for Fall or admitted to HSU for Fall

free

workshops
were held at

community
schools and
44 entries

were

conference. Out of this communi-

tivity while making the best uses
ofthe resources
” Spreen

Spreen said. “ Of course a grant or

and Mendocino counties.

the

project that has developed
via volthings about it. The project continues to gain momentum
and does
not depend on grant funding,”

tory of our local area that can be
funding
, Spreen
Dave
founder
and one of used by the community
for many said the BBN will sustain itself
the projectleaders,
noticed his two years,” Spreen said.
3 through community support.
daughters,
In March,
the BBN co10 and 12,
preferred
ordinated
“The project will give children
Trinity

We hope to facilitate that connec-

unteer effort. That's one of the neat

database through the

exciting

Norte,

“This
is a dynamic grassroots

;

The short-term
goals for

15.

re-

ceived.

Members
of the community will

cation, TCETP was born.
Parents, teachers, and commu-

nity members were soon involved

be involved
by
teling their stories
to the students and Spreen said

this will aiberdie guadhentata learn
the about research and history as well

funding
grants for
Blackberry
Bramble Network
Project.
received a
grant as one of two User Group
ee
through the Apple Macintosh User
Groups. The BBN isa partnership
between Sequoia Mac Users
Group and the Humboldt
County
Office of Education.
Eight com-

“Each of these
pertise and resources,” Spreen
said. “And sharing them will benefit all of us who work and live in

puters and modems were pur-

small, rural communities.”

Applications and more Info available in Housing Office, JGC

$ JOBS
Application Deadline:

Monday, April 8, 5 p.m.

$
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NICHT
DAMN

TRAIN

MONTESesERY
& FRAEMES

VOCAL POINT COSPEL
MATT DE CATT & PAUL KASBERC

LAUREN MILLER & RACHEL HOWE

124 Second Street

& Darids ork + Stages!

Eureka, CA 95501

SA
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G

Sponsored
By:

Tiangee

fre

The Works CO's & T:
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Includes

access to
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OPEN SEVEN DAYS
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Arcata Bottoms residents align against
Janes Creek-Simpso n annexation

would not come down to that. If it
wen peeed ae eerie
he
thought it would be popular and

rucinfrastl
impacts,nta
environme

a

ture, housing and quality of life

issues.

Residents
packed Veteran’s Hall
in Arcata last night to discuss concerns about a
annexation
of 275 acres
being consid-

ered by the city of Arcata.

Lockey White, member of the

Center for the Resolution
of Envi-

ronmental Disputes, said the public meeting was organized by a
group of citizens who attendeda
Jan. 25 meeting in City Hall and
left feeling “very uninformed”
about the
annexation.
The proposal involves a 275acre parcel of land being donated

by the Simpson Timber Co., including
a 72-acre industrial park
and development of up to 800
homes. The area is located in the

Arcata Bottoms within 27th Street

and Sun Valley Farms tothe north,
Janes Creek and the Westward

neighborhood to the east and

appraiser Mark Rowan

said

would likely pass.
Community Development Di-

the

proposed industrial park would

supersede the area’s demand for

industrial land, noting only about

land a year is
one acre of industrial
being sold in Arcata.
“It’s way too much,” he said.
“The cost of developing the site
will be borne by the taxpayers of
Arcata and will not be returned
any time in the near future which
will result in increased taxes for
us.”
HSU alumnus Dan Fortson accused the city of trying to “railroad” the annexation with as little
lic comment as possible. He
said a general plan calling for the
protection and slow development
of agricultural land in the Bottoms
was completed between 1989-90
with much public involvement
and
noted the new proposal
to be in
direct conflict with public opin-

ion.
Fortson also said an initiative on
the annexation
is ready for the bal-

rector Ken Curtis said some of the
hypothetical benefits
of the annexation included
an opportunity for
job growth and more housing for
the city. He said theindustrial
park,
in its present state, is running out
of available
land and there are propoo . eo virtually all of
remaining
lots.
White said the comments
made

by participants at the meeting
would be
document

whic

iled into a final
will be givento

the City Council to show them

actly how the city of Arcata feels

about
the annexation.”
Future meetings concerning the
annexation
include a “community

i

ing

event”
of alternative

plansatthe
Arcata Community Cen-

ter on April 11, a city council meet-

ing on the

alternative” in

the council chambers on April 17
anda
ing in council chambers
concerning the Sunset
and Foster

lot, although he said he hoped it

street connection
on April 18 . All

three meeting begin at 7:30 p.m.
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HSU grows its own ‘Little Shop of Horrors’
@ Plants with an
attitude are what
students will find in
the greenhouse.

ences, said area greenhouses trade. because it grows naturally
in the © and Canada” written by John

plants “like baseball cards.” The

plants are grown from seed, puror on
loan from other

ee
Alox Woodle

area. According to the book “Poi-

sonous Plants ofthe United States

Kingsbury, foxglove contains a

species
of poisonous plants from all over the world
reside
in the HSU

ic

display.

Smith, who is
listed in the

drugs called

Imposter veggie kills
hmeneer:
A poisonous plant that is not in the greenhouse but grows naturally in the area is
water hemlock (Cicuta douglasii ). According to numerous texts on poisonous plants, it is one

of the most violently dangerous plants in North America because of its deadly poison and
unfortunate resemblance to edible wild parsnips, carrots and parsley.
Water hemlock grows in damp soils, around marshes and in sloughs, such as the

death. Plants such as sacred

wetlands
area along Highway 101 between Arcata and Eureka. Water hemlock grows up to seven
feet tall and lives three to four years.

datura, known for its hallucinogenic alkaloids, and castor bean,

water hemlock is cicutoxin, a complex, unsaturated alcohol.

‘a

According to the book “Poisonous Plants of the United States and Canada” the poisonin
Itis present in all parts of the plant, but is most concentrated in the rootstock. Eating
a portion
the width of a finger is enough to kill.
Cicutoxin begins takes effect within in 15 minutes of digestion. A person will start

‘

like many of the other plants in the
are considered exotic

. because the plants are not indigenous
to the area.
James Smith, dean of the col-

lege of natural resources
and sci-

to feel nauseous and may salivate. The pupils will dilate and the heart rate will slow down.

glove

(Digi-

talis purpurea)
as an
which isn’t in

the greenhouse

heart medicine digitalis,

number of cardiac or steroidal

“on ian
of

ing poisonous
on pub-

ever, the plant is the source of the

Violent convulsions follow with spasms, grinding teeth or biting off the tongue. Delirium,
respiratory paralysis and coma precede death if medical attention is not immediately available,

which is usually
the case. .
John Kingsbury, author of the book wrote, “If vomition can be obtained when the
symptoms first appear, prognosis is good.”

glycosides.

These can
cause nausea, tremors
and mental
irregularities.
Smith said
Vincent van
Gogh used

foxglove to
control his

epilepsy, but
he may have
been overdosing
on the
glycosides
causing halos
to be seen
around

bright

ob-

to Smith.

St
pa
communis) resides in the sub-

tropical dome and is the source of
the commonly
used lubricant castor oil. Kingsbury
said in order to
use the oil, the beans must first be
processed to remove the

in ricin, one of the deadcompounds
known to man.

"Teckaowecase mol-

ecules that are similar to bacteria
in structure
and physiological effect. One or two castor beans can
kill a child and four to six can kill
an adult.
In the desert room of the greenhouse is sacred datura (Datura
metaloides). Teas, cigarettes
and
cold medicines
made from datura
were marketed
to treat lung con-

gestion
and asthma accordingto

Smith said that Contact™ cold

jects.
If processed correctly, how-

medicine used to list the halluci-

See Plants, page 19

Look, up in the sky, it’s Comet Hyakutake
NIGHT of the comet

-

i Discovered this
year by a Japanese
astronomer, it’s a
once-in-a-lifetime
experience.

i

é
¢

By Jonathan Jeisel
COMBERUACK STAFF

Everyone
from experienced astronomers to those who think
the Pleidies are some kind of tropical disease has received a nightly
treat the last few weeks from the
cometH:

Those who have not yet seen
the comet should do so within the
next month because unlike Halley's
comet which returns every 76
years, Hyakutake won’t return
again
for another 10 to 20 thousandLestyears

comeXo our planet since Comet
West in the early ’70s.
“There are about five (comets)
up there right now that can be seen
with a telescope,
but Hyakutake is

the one everyone focuses on be-

intense cold, and pretty soon you
have a big snowball,” he said.
The bright “coma” that surrounds the comet and the “tail”
that trails it consist of dust blown

off the surface of the core by the

cause it’s closest to the Earth,”

sun’s radiation.
Hyakutake’s core is about 20 to

That distance
is still 40 timesas
far from Earth as the moon comes

30 kilometers
in diameter, roughly
the size of Chicago. Clendenning

on its nearest orbit, he added.

Clendenning said comets are
often described as “dirty snowballs,” since their cores are com-

posed of a frozen blend of gases
such as ammonia, methane and
carbon dioxide, mixed with or-

ganic matter and dust.

“They condense
because of the

said it was probably shaped
around a leftover molecule from
the formation of our solar
,
Those who wish to get a closer
look at the Hyakutake can accompany members of the HSU Astronomy club to the Fickle Hill
Observatory this Saturday. Interested parties can call 826-6039.

Facts about Comet Hyakutake
¢ Comet Hyakutake passed 9.3 million miles from Earth at its
closest point.

_Lete lending HSU pycan | ° The core of Comet Hyakutake is 10 miles in diameter.
os outer Pose a vara
¢ The tail of Comet Hyakutake Is 20 times longer than the
in the Northwestern
sky at twi- | width
of the moon.

eee

ee

Oneal

eye, but Clendenning recommends

low-powered binoculars or a telefor more serious viewers.

will be obscured by

mid-May, but earlythe sun until
ing

nisphere

watchersin

can see itforacouple

- of
after it reappears from its
path around the sun.
Pronounced “hyah-koo-tahhay,” the comet was discovered
on Jan. 30 by amateurJ

astronomer
Yuji
with
high
+ hi Hyakutake
:

Almost 10 million miles from
Earth, it is the closest a comet has

* Comet Hyakutake was discovered
amateur astronomer

ee

vull

¢ The most visible comet since

was Comet West,
| Comet Hyakutake
which passed by Earth in 1976.

| » Comet Hyakutake will not pass close to the Earth again for
10,000
to 20,000 years.

¢ The gasses which make up the tail of Comet Hyakutake
stretch
for 50,000 miles.
¢ The gasses in most comets usually reach 50,000 degrees

Fahrenheit.
¢ Comet Hyakutake is moving through the heavens at a speed

estimated to be between 130,000 and 196,000 mph.
| SOURCE: NASA

“>
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It’s never too early
to think about

SUMMER JOBS...
Resumes in a Flash
442-3631
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ite
in a glass
HSU chemistry professor Richard Paselk considers @ sample of graph

Six Rivers

Chemistry department

PLANNED PAaRENTHOO )
* Birth Control

* Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing

° Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30

Elements showcased

e A Trusted Place for Your Questions
The collection contains 80 ele-

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961

ments.

“I think the students
get a kick

is due tomorrow,

the

aren't you glad we're open till midnight?

along with the poison arsenic.
They're all on a wall in the Chem-

istry department.
Ask Richard Paselk, head of
the department
and he'll say these
are not elements in a greed and
murder plot.
They are actual samples of ele-

ments in a 3-D display of the peri-

out of it,” Paselk
said.
The collection
took more than

10 years to put together.
The element that took the longest to ob-

ing A.
“Students can learn about the

Open 7 Days

periodic table in class, but to help
make the information
stick, it helps
tohavea visual image,” Paselk said.

16th & G St. ARCATA 822-8712

Educational Access
HUMBOLDT
THIS WEEK

containers
were a problem at first.
“If you look carefully
at the
» you can see
of the di
back
hereiodi
outofacorked

container,”

Paselk said.

Flasks are now used to store

elements
that could cause chemi-

“I wanted to get an uncut diamond that was cube shaped, like a
crystal, but most uncut diamonds

are bumpy,”
Paselk said.
Last summer

Paselk finally

bought an uncut diamond for $13

during a trip to Amsterdam
at a

chemistry, put together
of sor
fes
the display, which is locatedon
the fifth floor of the Science Build-

Elements
leaking out of their

diamond cutters show.

“Had I
states, it

it here in the
have been much

more expensive,” Paselk said.

Next fall there will be a com-

puter next to the display which

will contain “The Chemical
Bonding Series,”
an educational CD-

oe koa
dep ha
HSU

:
“Students
will be able to click

The

prices of the element

on elements of the periodic table

eee

en” in —_ from a few

and find out an element’s charac-

cents to $100. A
for the display case.

grant paid

teristics,
such as its melting point

and density,” Paselk said.

| Community Access
Highlights from this
week's schedule
6 & 6:30 p.m.

Tuesdays
every hour starting
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Plants
© Continued
from page 17
nogenic alkaloid belladonna,
which is a derivative of datura, in

result from a child eating
five
flee or seta

Celendine
(Chelidonium
Clitechs relative
conntenof _ and

susieateieies
“A Field Guide to Medicinal

tions

to

Plants” 'is considereda remedy for
cancer
in China.
Smith said he’s always been interested in
and medicinal plants, but advises giving them
a lot of respect. Ss casilit'e oclleague telling him, “The worst
way to go must be because you
misidentified
a plant.”
ach

a

grown the tendency to put things

into their mouths
Most college students have outgrown that habit, although
Smith
can remember
an incident when a

student atea castor bean to test the
validity ofa tour guide’s claim that
the beans are fatal. No fatalities
have ever been reported, although

emergency
stomach pumping pro-

can cause

cedures have occasionally been
used.

of the skin if

Smith said he tries to keep a
balance
of accessibility and secu-

dermatitis 6-46
or an dale
inflammation

and vomiting

Children under the age of seven
are not allowed into the greenhouse because they have not out-

No fatalities have ever been reported, although
emergency stomach pumping procedures have
occasionally been used.
rity at the greenhouse.
In the early
1970s, when plants were kept in
what is now the old
someone
broke in and pillaged the
insectivorous collection which in-

Another
thief wasn’t as clever.
Three years ago, someone took a
brightly colored shrub in full

cluded plant such as the venus fly-

three days later and the thief was
never found, although
HSU pro-

trap. The thief must have been a
collector, Smith said, because he
went right
for the rare, expensive
species. Nobody was ever caught.

bloom. The shrub turned out to
be poison ivy. It was returned
fessors told police to look for
someone with extensive blister-

ing on the hands and face.

-F 7:00am-1
e¢

&

&

Be

Save Lane
Homemade soups
salads
e« Reweig te Aiitba: the Big Dipper constellation represents the seven

_tishis, or holy ancient sages.

$1.75 Pint

* The iguansa’s name comes from Iquanodon, a genus of large, herbivorous

.99¢ Glass

dinosaurs. .

+ Fog and mist can only form in the presence of dust particles.
: After koalas mate, eee

ee Napnein atin: 9: fight arnt never inane
*We offer
a number of non-dairy and vegetarian dishes*

Secodna
Serday y
Bart pm
1057 H Street Arcata ¢ 822-4650
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speed traps nationwide. Get informed

at

hetp://

questions like: “How
far away are the furthest objects
we've seen?” and “What is the

angle of the sun’s rays as it hits the
earth?”

Find the answers at vie
pharmdec.wustl.edu/YSP
MAD.SCI/MAD.SCI. html.

media, but it has a voice at the
UniSci
Web site.

A variety of news articles written in only moderately technical

Medical iliustrations
Medical illustrations may make
people uneasy, but
at the Medical

Illustrators Home Page they're a
form of artistic pop culture.
A cross-section of a lung be-

Free road maps and travel directions have hit the Web at
"s
In the service’s Interactive Atlas, users can zoom in to locate a

residential
street anywhere in the

continental
United States or zoom
out to see interstate highways.
Inthe Tri

section, auser

can type
in his location and destination city to receive concise driv-

ing directions
and the mileage be-

tween point A and point B.
Jump on feard ateves!
st.com/.
The site

unteer university faculty, high

California at Riverside which

questions
the nature of plate tec-

cently discovered 1690 A.D.
along the San Andreas
fault. Read up at http://
unisci.com/.

Art at The Blue Dot

Ancient World Wonders

Take a trip through ancient

times at the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World site.

View paintings and read his-

torical details of the world’s

great-

cciumpnmsstsiatialalen

Nude people on New York City
streets? No, just “Naked Pavement,” an exhibit by Spencer
Tunick
at The Blue Dot,
a Web

art gallery with cutting edge art
and poetry exhibits.
There’s a little bit of every-

tury B.C.

pharos.bu.

school teachers and others world-

covery from the University of

acandle and bones become puzzle
pieces.
Rich color and technical drawing skill make for captivating pictures. View them at http://
www.mednexus.com/med-illustrator/artists.html.

Rhodes, which is often credited
with inspiring the Statue of Liberty.
Gape
at _ http://

ics to evolution and virology and
receive concise replies from vol-

Recent examples
include a dis-

comes anash tray, aheart becomes

Babylon or the Colossus of

Submit questions about anything from anatomy and biophys-

terms are available.

tonics and the changing

See the Hanging Gardens of

at St. Louis Medical School.

Research News
A lot of research news from
American universities is often
overlooked in the mainstream

.

Consumer World

Consumer World has you in

mind with more than 1,100 links

to consumer resources.
Find out what a car dealer pays
for automobiles,
browse the Con-

sumer Information
Catalog (direct
from Pueblo, Colo.), oreven sneak

a peak at an unofficial registry of

—

lection ofunauthorized

Dotathttp://www.razorfish.com/
bluedot/.

Tricky Tender GetsTough
The United States Treasuryis

off the new $100 bill.
View details ofits many anti-counterfeiting features, and even see
pictures of its color-shifting ink.
Cash
in
at
_http://
www.ustreas.gov/treasury/
whatsnew/newcur/.
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Full Bar: Fine Wines
Join us for Hoppy Hour!

5 - 7pm
Monday-Friday
ae
ia

7.11pm
$7.00 pitchers 4 $2.50 pints
Guinness Ni

Thursday Night

Margarita Night7Jose Cuervo Margorites

.

_

U.S. post-

age stamps, with such titles as
“McDonald’s Burning,” and
“White Ford Bronco.” Visit The

SS

Open

the site, including
a col-

$2.50
Saterday Might

Heppy Hour 9-11pm:
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NoMeansNo to play at Club West

Punk music in a clearly Canadian format
Bide

6 said the lack of a major
deal - on the as to
success and enjoyment for

NoMeansNo,
hasacontract
with Alternative Tentacles
Records.
i
“When it is about money

music is negatively affected,”
Wright said. “We like to keep
NoMeansNoas
alittle corner store

a
end NoMeansNo is coming back
to the United States.
The band will venture south

instead of a big chain.”
Being signed by a major label is
not necessarily a - thing, how-

Wright said, “you lose half the audience. An all-ages 1show gets no
money from booze.”
Wright also gives

aiticaohens

Though punk musicians were
ostracized
when the Wright Brothers started NoMeansNo, punk

music soon developed into a more
cted
art form.
“It
forus becausewe
kept touring,” Wright said. “We
never had any commercial
maineerie tania al

“We used to hate going to the

states, one of which is liquor

interview from British Columbia.
“We played ‘commercial lep-

he said.

said the band has warmed to the
United States.

laws.
“When a show is 21 and over,”

<<adicas daneatee cantata

rosy,’ as punk was known then,”

Though NoMeansNo enjoys
in Europe the most, Wright

like it more.”
Wright cites many reasons for
the animosity toward the 50

one of a plethora of California
apfor the group.
mak bia

shows,” Wright said.

U.S.,” he said, “but we've come to

for a show at Club West, marking

1979
wa

mory,” W
said. “That was
hilarious.”_
For those who don’t share
Wright's sense of humor, take solace in the fact that the band enjoys
small venues.
“I prefer small towns and small

After 12albumsandworldtours,

Wright. considers NoMeansNo a
success.
“Unless we start making shitty

music,”
he said, “we'll always have

an audience.”
NoMeansNo
is no newcomerto

the North Coast. The band has
run the gamut of Humboldt
County
venues over the years.
“Once we played in a huge ar-

“Americans don'tlike the music

as much,” he said.

Perhaps the most serious reason
for NoMeansNo’s dislike of the
U.S. is the stipulations of the second amendment to the Constitution: the right to bear arms.
“They have a thing about guns

down there,” Wright said. “We
always think, ‘Hey, I could get

shot.”

WRONG

COURTESY OF ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES

_NoMeansNo,

which derived its name from an interest in the

sexual revolution, will play in Eureka on Tuesday.

Dance, theater or sculpture?
Higby to present unique performance arts
Each piece is very important.”

Each
contains hundreds of individual pieces which
Higby crafts by hand and and sews
together in intricate chains and
patterns.
“I’m very selective
when creating ag pieces,” she said. “Ifa
partisn’t
used, it could perhaps be

used later on. I make many pieces
until I get what I want.”
a
ene
ich can be viewed through
this

weekend at the Storefront
Gallery
on the Plaza, evokes different reacor See Sh, to

eS

tions and
Hercreationsare

»

from viewers.

anywhere from si
“Each piece takes

ia
i

“There
is no preconceived

said. “A
i

Sdn cr
pore

amet

meditation,” she centeiabd. “]
collectindividual
pieces, which are

like leaves, and combine them.

sort

ct

the pieces I remember lin
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Books on
Buddhism

help
readers find

y Eeeseraegesignt* +
AKC!
| ‘(107)825-1537. “+: oe
BBud - Practitioner of Tattoo Artisiry -

Are you tired of standing in line
at the computer lab????

WE DO TERM PAPERS!
442-3631

déjé vu.
y is planning for
e Classics
— “That
Darn

Cat!,” “The

Minded Professor” (Robin
Williams will co-star with
Flubber), “101 Dalmatians”

(live action with Glenn Close

83, died of
a stroke in Nashville one 4.
Fans can see the tribute to her at
the Country Music Hall of Fame
which includes her straw hat

as Cruella De Vil), “The Parent

with the $1.98 price tag.

Trap” and “The Swiss Family

Polish director Krzysztof
Kieslowski, 54, died of heart

Robinson.”

24-hours a day,
days a week,
each semester

Absent-

tion comedy “Conspiracy
Theory
+ Country gt Minne eae

_

Oh the higher-ups will make
Bob vf happy with these 60s
e Staying with that sequel
spirit, action lovers will more
than likely see Oscar-winner
Mel Gibson
in a fourth “Lethal
Weapon” flick.
If he takes the job, he could
earn $25 million, making him
the highest paid movie star.
Warner Bros. is also

in a possible role in another ac-

failure in a Warsaw hospital
March 13. He expolred
liberity equality and

in his °93-'94 “Blue,” “White”
and “Red”

French writer of all that is
sensual Marguerite
Duras, 81,
died March 3 inher Parishome.
Her novel “The Lover” won

France’s
top literary award, the
Prix Goncourt.

— Carrie Bell

Two new books about Buddhism have come outand are available at the HSU bookstore.
“It’s Easier Than You Think,”

by Sylvia Boorstein,

Harper

Collins Press $17, is a beginners

guide to inner peace.

Boorstein is trying to show that

Buddhismis nota strange new-age
fad, but a simple down-to-earth
toolanyonecan
use to findaground

for their lives.
“Some people
have peculiar notions about what is spiritual. Being

See Buddhism, page 23
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Buddhism
° Continued from page 22

habit is broken and it becomes
easier
to deal with.
“Since I know
is manI'm not as
of
as I used to be... ons

nimity do not mean becoming
weird,”
she writes.
What she is getting at is that
what is weird is our hurried,

pleasedin
order tobehappy,”
ke dine.

stressed-out twentieth-century lifestyle. She likes to talk about older
rere

Her career
asa

od Setenrdene
cam

enlightenment

pn a

go on long walks everyday. She

about

on his daily walks. He replied,
“What
do you mean what

caused by hours and hours of
meditation
and being let down by
various Japanese
Zen masters. One

do I think about? When I “Maybe
Zen is nothing more than a
an older
means by which self-consciousness is
woman who is very down to
earth. She twisted her ankle exacerbated until, finally unbearable,
badly and after several days
it obliterates itself.”
was finally convinced
to see

LAWRENCE SHAINBERG
author of “Ambivalent Zen — A Memoir”

a doctor.
The doctor could
not believe she had not seen

a physician in more than 35

students led him to write,

“Maybe Zen is nothing

more than a means by
which self-consciousness
is exacerbated
until, finally
unbearable, it obliterates

itself.”

But Zenisenigmaticand

at his lowest point he tells

his teacher he has a “feel-

. He kept asking her what she

personally
rather than seeing it as
part of the great cosmic drama.”
_ Thebook can easily beread dura long afternoon. Boorstein’s
ishuman sufferingand what

aidan
tenet diden tua
and she said she just dealt
with it.

he said, “Whatabout

“] went

eride pag
to say by Ba

He tells of numerous ordeals in his

walk,
I walk.”
She knows

a

Buddhism

ideas to people sun- of the Zen masters was involved in
put things in a perspective _a bizarre sex scandal, one turned
we all can understand. “I know the out to be a virulent homophobe.
He talks about how much Japatendency to struggle in the mind
comes from taking
our own story nese Zen has turned into a formalized religion. The vanity
of the teachers and fellow
red

pase apn oad: ap em
older man she knows who
to
asked him what he

her communi-

You Can Possibly Imagine.”
It details
Shai
8 quest for

h it, “she said.

Boorstein
the book by
explaining the Buddha’s Four
Noble Truths and Eightfold Path

is everyday language. She para-

optional.”
The way she discusses
how Bud-

upon me whenever I sit in medita-

tion. Nothing makes sense anymore, I tell him, ‘and Zen makes

less sense than anything.”

point of “It’s Easier Than You
Think” is that everyone can find
peace through the Buddha’s
simple
wisdom.
“You can’t see wisdom, but you
can sec its reflection. Its reflection

You making progress, Larry-san ...
My teacher, he say ‘If you confused,

uplifting. The main

is happiness, fearlessness and kind-

dhism helps a person deal with
suffering reminds me of how a
ee
Christ helps
sin;
it may
not go away completely but the

verging on panic which has come

can be done about it, but her book

is thoro

phrases the first Noble Truth as,
“Pain is inevitable, but suffering is

ing of disorientation, bewilderment

ness.”
The second book, “Ambivalent

Zen - A Memoir,” by Lawrence
Shainberg, might as well have been
called, “It’s Much Harder Than

“Yes! Yes!,” he cries. “Very nice!

.

4

ean)

Dance Mix USA Vol. 4

|

‘GC

A Will Always
Love You

do confused. fhisneitiesantienly

confusion.’Understand? Be totally
confused, Larry-san, then I guarantee: no problem at all.”
Shainberg lightens the book
up with many funny stories, He

recounts being at dinner with his
father and Alan Watts in the

See Buddhism, page 25
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(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS

The Scene’s

Diatribes
Earache Records

Exclusive Ax

Rating System
Although not quite as
deadly as its name implies,
Napalm Death delivers
of worthy material on its lat-

wi

est CD.

¢ Worth chopping
down an old-growth forest over.

wi
¢ Almost worth a clear cut.

Taj Mahal
“Phantom Blues”
Private Music

wii

Taj Mahal is a god of blues.
The perennial blues and folk

master proves his prowess on his

latest release, “Phantom Blues,” a

Food, Beer, Wine, Pool, Darts,

sometimes powerful, sometimes
fun-filled album that is definitely

Football, 7 T.V.'s. 1 Big Screen

art.

Additionally,
just when the music is great enough with Taj and
crew, Eric Clapton and Mike

© Let the little creatures
keep their homes over this

one.

Campbell add their talents on guitar while Bonnie Raitt joins
in with
vocals on “I Need Your Loving.”
For fans of contemporaries such
as Ben Harper, “Lovin’ In My
Baby’s Eyes” is a particular gem,

while “Cheatin’ On You” is reminiscent of Robert Cray.

Taj has fun with “Ooh Poo Pah
Doo” and comments on modern
society with “The Car of Your
Dreams.”

ANIMATIONs ROCK, REGG
& JAZZAE
VIDEOS* CONTEMPORARY*

¢ Timber! Look out below
for this bomb.

400 G Street*ArcataeCA
826-1105

3dV1 NO SHOOG *SSISSV1D *AGIWOD HSIN °AL

For anybody who has ever hada
hankerin’ for real blues, “Phantom
Blues” is one to add to any collection.

Songs of death, hopelessness and decay abound on
“Diatribes” the band’s latest
release after 1994’s happy
little disc “Fear, Emptiness
and Despair.”
Standout cuts on “Dia-

tribes” include the first single
“Greed Killing” and “Cursed
to Crawl.” In fact, all the songs

on “Diatribes,” except the
dreadful “Cold Forgiveness,”
are as good as anything else
you’re likely to find on the
market,

save the immortal

Cannibal Corpse.
One surprising aspect of the
album is just how inoffensive
it really is. There are few obscenities or violent lyrics included, both defining characteristics of the genre. This
aspect would normally hurt

an album, but Napalm Death

somehow pulls it off with little

damage to its credibility.

So the next time you're at

grandma’s house listening to
the same tired stories you've

been hearing since childhood,
pop in Napalm Death’s latest
CD: It’s death metal the whole

family can enjoy.

— John Conzemius
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Buddhism
¢ Continued from page 23
1960s and

ing

try to
Watts

—_

woman,

a
a

ian

pkapoe

unting sknowledg of Asian
philosophy, trying to be Mr. Hip
Guru man.

eet
eee
ter who
many more hot dogs than he

could eat so his Zen master would
have to eat them because his dis-

ree soll wah tan

=I

admission
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Jjurnéiadl

$1.
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4 Admission $1.50

was
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Brevenees,
Late Shows Only

=] White Squall
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Anyone seriously interestedin
a spiritual
dhism should

Se

ms
=

go to
He tells how he would
sr ew maseget,

ron &

quest based on Budread this book. It

is not altogether optimistic but a

very real picture of a group of
people struggling to end their
egos.

The ending is downright

bleak, with Shainberg’s friend
Jissan leaving the Zen community and ending up in a mental

CALL FOR DATES & TIMES
Primal Fear
Richard Gere
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hospital. But an he says while “|
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|
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us? They have taken a practice
that is essentially joyous and

and puritanical. How can they
liberate us when they’re so up-
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the past year

that has been reon
C-SPAN's

Oliver & Co.

Homeward

Bound

2
A Family Thing

LESS THAN 10
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change
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HSU students are running for these

15 POSITIONS!

CALL
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DATES

Broken
John

822-4766

HSU MUSIC
DEPARTMEN
Co

ELECTION PACKETS
AVAILABLE NOW
@ the A:S. office in the UC South Lounge
info.
21
more
42
or call 826¢for

|

@ PRESENTS ©
April 5

Guest Artist Concert
Barry Green, double bass
James Hart, piano

April 6

Faculty Artist Series
Don Henriques, guitar

4 Gye Yee

Sgt
Age es

Sap Contes

Call Concert Line at 826-5436

Music Dept. Office at 826-3531
for more information

or

Arrow

Travolta and

Christian

915 H St., Arcata

& TIMES

Slater

Close &
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In a pickle:

Ska band Slow Gherkin to
try to fill another venue

© Continued from page 21

“The biggest appeal for me is

By Jonathan Jeisel
u

If you enjoy catchy, upbeat music and haven’t got a good pair of

dancing shoes, you'd better hit the
Payless Shoe Source before the

Santa Cruz-based ska band Slow

Gherkin

rolls into the Kate

Buchanan Room this Friday.

The nine-member band com-

bines traditional ska rhythms with
a five-piece horn section that displays influences from jazz and big

band to salsa and klezmer (traditional Jewish music). It even plays
a punk number or two.
When combined with lead

singer James Rickman’s ani-

goal, Rickman’s lyrics often into be able to play fun music all . clude a message as well. Topics
the time,” he said by telephone
range from such reflections on
from Santa Cruz. “It’s worth it our current state of affairs as in
to play a showif just one person
“Covert Advertising” and
is dancing or tapping their foot.”
“Thumbs Down to Generation
About the only person to leave a X” to goofy numbers like
Slow Gherkin show unhappy is a “Tetley,” Rickman’s ode to
local fire marshal worried aboutan drinking tea.
overcrowded venue. The band
The band recently finished a
routinel
sells outyits performances
whirlwind 12-day tour of western
in Santa Cruz and at one of its states, playing 1 1 shows to display

recent concerts almost 400 people
crammed into a club with a maximum occupancy of 250.

Boutelle said the audience is

important to, the band’s perfor-

mance.
“Weplay offofthe audience 100

percent,” he said. “We play 10
times better when peopleare
dancing.”

bee

ee

ee

ence is also a positive aspect of a
Slow Gherkin show. Rickman

belts out
lyrics while dancing on
vtnatelserume oman
A.J. Marquez often adds comical

mated, energetic vocals, the re-

gestures and sound affects or stirs

enough to make your Great Aunt
Frieda forget all about her ar-

ing.

sult is a batch of songs catchy

thritis, ditch her walker and

skank away on the dance floor.
The band drew big crowds in

produces a laugh or smile.
“Our stage presence is different every time, but nothing is
planned out,” Boutelle said.
While fun is the band’s overall

force behind

Gherkin’s music.

Slow

primitive as a whole. But each
individual part of the piece is
very refined. Strong work is

linked with its roots in nature. Nature is interlinked. It’s
not coarse — it’s actually very
refined.”

Higby describes “The

material from its upcoming self-

Spid

produced album.

17-song CD, entitled

Records.
Boutelle said the new album
has
a cleaner sound than the band’s

being

The

“Double Happiness,” will be available in early April on ska label Raj

like “a
dream.”
“Te’s
about
the in-

previous releases, a 7-inch EP and

a contribution to the “This is Raj,
and This is Ska” compilation.

sound, where our

It’s about a crack in the cycle

of life, death and rebirth.”

While Higby’s perfor-

mances

Between songs, the witty banter between band members often

revolve

around

a

general theme, the specific

to see Slow Gherkin’s

-

and show those dang Idahoans
who
has all the fun.
Tickets are $6 at the door with
Santa Rosa ska band Blind Spot
opening. Must be 18 or older with
LD.

out of a particular moment
in the performance. It’s like
the course of the day. You
have the same outline or
everyday, but
there is
always
something
which
makes
it dif-

SHA SHA HIGBY
performance artist

ferent

every day.”
Higby incorporates both
live and recorded music into

her performance, along with
some audience interaction.
“The audience will be given
some instruments to play
during the performance,”
Higby said. “They will be

given

rattles and

“A comedian can't repeat
the same joke over and over
again,” she said. “(Each per-

the opportunity to closely

own. If something happens,
it has a spirit of its own. I
can’t consciously go after it

again because, if you do, it

just becomes going through
the motions.”

Higby also said humor oc-

casionally appears in her

shows, evenif itis sometimes

Audiences will also have

examine the sculpture that

Higby uses following the
performance.

In addition to her evening
performances, Higby will be
hosting a costume and per-

formance workshop Sunday -

at 1 p.m. in the HSU Quad.
Those attending are advised
to bring egg cartons, eggs
and poster paints.

bRoasterS
NOW OPEN (from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.)

Largest Selection of NEW
a the

in the Sunny Brae Shopping
Center
across from Murphy’s Market

North Coast

10 % off if you bring your own mug

full line of espresso
drinks

_

other

simple and quiet instruments.”

formance) has a spirit of its

THE
CDs

E TRO
na!

,

838 G St+ ARCATA>ON THe PLAZA
OPEN

-

agenda

content of the work is transient and unexpected, which

Meansitis cannot be

ic set

to wander off on their own.
That relays what life comes

it’s actually very refined.”

could be death and rebirth.

Don’t miss the chance this Friday

wrong time. Other toys tend

interlinked. It’s not coarse —

destination or goal, which

the studio wasn’t
as good

batteries to run and they
tend to poop out at just the

roots in nature. Nature is

all the forces that revolve
around towards a certain

i

“Some of the toys I use in
the performance require

“Strong work is linked with its

ternal irf=
volvement
insidea person and

“It’s definitely
cleaner because we
practiced so much,” Boutelle said.
“We tried to get a real
i

unintended.

¢

and the
Buddha” as

that much stage presence,”
Boutelle said referring to the

student, said the

driving

forms, which could appear

“(Rickman) might as well be
Buster Bloodvessel — he’s got

highly animated leader of ska
stalwarts Bad Manners.

desire for both the audience and
band to have a good time is the

somewhat like organic plant

the crowd into clapping or chant-

1995 appearances at the Kate
Buchanan Room and the late
Brewin’ Beats.
Saxophonist Phil Boutelle, a

former HSU

“The pieces themselves,
when looked at from afar, look

7 DAYs - 822-9015

.
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Overcoming obstacles while running to the top
@ Last minute

Ensenada, Mexico to live with

choice brings AllAmerican Sara
Flores to HSU.

Flores’ grandparents. She joined

By Hung P. Teal

They walked on dirt roads to a

her mom in

at age five.

Life there didn’t get any easier.

interested in distance running
should know.
It’s a household name recognized by Humboldt
County resi-

They have lived there ever since

“It’s very different from here,”

Flores said. “You wouldn’t see
It was all dirt roads.

¢ classrooms were
and very simple ait

poor
with

anil wasdia tide. (The school)
was ugly compared
to schools here.

There is grass and everything
here.”
In a country that doesn’t stress

It’s a name that has been heard
from Mexico to the heartlandof athletics and in a setting where
the United States. It is a
name
of the student-athlete that helped
put HSU
“There is no doubt that she’s the
on the map of intercollegiate cross country
run-

greatest long-distance runner ever

w"Thereisnodoubtthat

9 come out of Humboldt State.”

she’s the greatestlong-dis- _
tance runner ever to come

time All-American cross country

runner.
Saraisamong
13 athletes at HSU
from a Third-World country.
Maria Sara Flores was born in
jar,
Mexico, a middleclass city at best and 300 miles
west of Mexico City.
“We were poor. We didn’t have
ou SRNR
ing,
but we

and enjoy living amuch-improved

life. Her dad went to work as a
janitor ata warehouse
and hermom

was working for a clothing manu-

facture. In 1985, a sixth-member

of the Flores family came into
world.

When Sara was in the fourth
grade she was scouted to run at a
Little Olympics Festival at the
school as a way for the kids to learn
about the Los Angeles Olympics
in 1984.
“I was one
think
win,”
Flores

of the fastest and I
I was supposed to
the 22-year-old
remembered.
“But

somehow
I fell and I cried.
I wanted to win and my

dad was there and I was
just there crying. So at the

time I never thought I'd

cross country and track coach

run

”

"G24 Attro, a school
teacher
and track enthusi-

activities
aren't the norm,

ast, approached
Flores and encour-

Flores had never thought of running as anything other than a way
to chase down playmates in the
school
.
“I guess they didn’t have the

aged her to participate
on his track

money to do the coaching. Run-

(Alfaro) wanted me to and asked

ning was never an issue,”
she said

“After school, we would go home,
do homework,
talk with my grandparents and play with dolls.”
Seeking better opportunities,

Flores mom moved to the United

team. Sara hesitated,
and after get-

ting support from her parents, she

decided to run.

“I didn’t really want to run. But

my

ts,” Flores said. “My par-

ents said I could if I wanted to. So

Ikind of felt guilty to say ‘no’ forno

reason, 80 I said ‘I'd do it’.”

Alfaro made running more fun
and Flores continued running.

States, leaving the rest ofthe family
in Ensenada.

“When
my dad and my mom
had those problems, my mom
didn’t have any money,” Flores

money
to do things. My dad
always had money to feed us,”

said. “She didn’t want to stay in
Ensenada
with my
and feed off of them So she de-

Flores said. Her dad had worked
as a taxi driver and the family

States). She thought
it would be

moved around, living in different
places — some bad, some better
than others.
were difficult for the
Flores
fami

dens, a suburb of Los Angeles.

DAVE WELLS

out of Humboldt State,”
cross country and track

Coach
Dave Wells said.
Flores is best known for her running. Butanyone
who has ever met
her would remember
her for her
Se
and winning smile.
However,
not everyone
is aware
of her background and what she
had to overcome
to become a two-

Flores turned nine, the entire

otherand theschoolsarerun down.

oe

Sara Flores is a name everyone

In December of 1982,
just after
Flores family reunited in Bell Gar-

tional materials.

Jogging
pass your building.

thing
to her.”

Flores describes
asa
rural town where people know each
daa that supplied little educa-

If you look out your window,
you may see a future Hall of Famer

attached to us and we were every-

college, Flores selected HSU as a
way to get away from the chaotic
Los Angeles area. HSU was also a
last minute choice because she

cided to come (to the United

didn’tapply
to any colleges during
senior year in high school.

the best way to earn money so she

“[ hada boyfriend
who was very

Sage sent fe en, gneperr

possessive
and we had alot ofproblems ... I figured ifT left it would be

“— and eg siblings were
apart from their mother for a year
and a half. “It really hurt her to be

easier for me to forget him,” Flores
said. “Dave (Wells)
kind of got me
in(to HSU). I wanted tocome here

away from us. My mom was really

KEITH SHEFFIELD/
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER

Sara Flores, right, is regarded as HSU’s beet distance runner.
In 1995 she got into the school
would not have alot of competitive
track
and field record book four
pressure.

Flores began her big rise to the
top last fall as she added on to her
athletic résumé the elite honor of
being
the only HSU female cross

times.
With a time of 17 minutes,
10.05 seconds, Flores became the
HSU recordholder for the 5,000-

county athlete to win the West
Regional Championship. At the
Cross
National Championships in South Carolina,
she fin-

her second on the all-time list in

ished fourth despite being ill.
Winning
the West Region was
extra special for her because her
parents
were there to see it.
“My
are not very fluent

in English. I don’t think they fully
understood what I did,” Flores

said. “But they knew that I had
done ae

meter run. Her times also placed
the 3,000 fourth
in the 10,000 and
sixth in the 1,500.
She earned All-American honors in both the 3,000 and 5,000.

Flores is well on her way to another tremendous season.

She has already been named
Northern California Athletic Con-

ference Female Athlete ofthe Week
twice, setting the standard for those
hoping to chase her down. She has

rer

See Flores, page 29

because it was a small school and

Softball team finally comes home from long road trip
road trip that consumed the entire spring
“=
The "Jacks, who are tenth in the nation

Life on the road was getting a little old.
After spending the entire month of March
playing away from home, the HSU Softball
Team returns for a Saturday match at noon
against Stanislaus State.
“It nice to be home after playing s0 long

-with a record of 34-8 overall and 10-2 in
Northern California ners aor tg

, are also beginning the seco

+ gl
ea
hiatus from it.

oO

season after a three week

HSU has already beaten Stanislaus three
this season including a 4-3 victory last
on foreign soil,” Coach Frank Cheek said. times
weekend at the Pioneer Tournament. The
its last home game on Feb. 24, the
away from the ‘Jacks are 42-2 all-time against the Warriors.
‘Jacks have played 28
At the Pioneer Tournament, hosted by
In those games
Arcata Sports Com
Cal State Hayward, the ‘Jacks lost in the
HSU posted.a 22-6 record including a 10-3

finals
to UC Davis 1-0 on two questionable
calls.
According to Cheek, a rule was inter-

preted wrong by the umpires which allowed

the only run to score. Cheek
said it was
correctly ruled at first but overturned on
appeal. Later in the game HSU had a runner
thrown outat the plate ona “bad call” by the
HOU

bat ugh
ough oppon
ponents in Cal State
Portland
State along

aati

tin tock

In the 12-11 semi-final
win over defending Division III national champion Chapman

College, HSU rallied froma 5-0 deficit which
a
re
ee aan

precemnne
The homerun

one

hit off the bottom of the

ever

Dieu aeneemanciioe: . Cheek
added it was one of the farthest balls he has
seen hit. .
Fritz, who finished the tourney with a

.333 average, eight RBIs, six run scored
and
two triples, was named to the All-Tournament Team along with Dawn Valenta who
hit 10-for-21 a picked up two pitching

SF State

i

TEAM
UC Davis
Sonoma St.
HSU
CSU Chico
CSUHayward
CSU Stanislaus

WL
9
1
9
1
10 2
4
8
3
7
1
7

0

Ph
900
900
6833
333
300
125

10

000

Runs Batted In

1.
1.
3.
4,

RECREATION

WL
2 6
2% 9
3% 8
12 23
11 20
11 18

6

26

Po
£813
7%
810
3943
355
423

Trisha Reinhardt (UC Davis)
1. Andrea Ennis
469
2. Trisha Reinhardt (Davis)-.457
3. Courtney Wateon (HSU)-.436

.188

5. Jennifer Fritz (HSU)-.431

ERA

Andrea Ennis
29
Trisha Reinhardt (Davis)-29
Courtney Watson
Melissa Kirby (Sonoma)-23

1.
2.
3.
5.

Brenda Scally(Sonoma)-0.60
Gina Weber (Davis)-0.70
Tami Page (Sonoma)-0.82
Erin Raethke (HSU)-1.04

Hayward at Sonoma State
UC Davis at SF State
Stanislaus St. at Chico State
Sonoma State at UC Davis
SF Sta
at te
Hayward
HSU
at us
Stanisla

HOURS
Men'sTra
and ck
Field Leaders

Throughout Intramural Leagues
Mon./Wed.
and Fri.

Swimming 7-8am _
12-lpm_
4-5pm _
Tues./Thurs. Swimming 7-8am
4-5pm _—
Wednesday Kayaking 7:30-9pm
Sat/Sun. _ Swimming 12-4pm _

Pool
Pool
Pool
_Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

VOLLEYBALL/BASKETBALL/BADMINTON
NOTE: Thursday night drop-in volleyball
and basket
has been
ba
canll
celled
for remain
of the de
semest
rer,
Sunday
Basketball 12-2:30pm East Gym
Volleyball 12:15-2:45 West Gym
Badminton 2:30-5pm East Gym
Bring valid studentID

100-meter
1, Akinshe Paige (Chico)-11.10
2. Sandy DeBarbieri (Chico)-11.14
3. Brent Tocher (HSU)-11.23

1,500-meter
1. Rilo Anderson (HSU)-3:57.71
2. Evan Sjostrom
:
3. Brent Butler (SF)-3:59.57

4x100 relay
1. HSU-42.37
2. Davis-42.85
3.Chico-43.24

200-meter
1. Tony Jones (SF)-22.17
2. Joe Waters (HSU)-22.49
3. Erle Scott (HSU)-22.56

1. Rilo Anderson
2. Jason Kroh (SF)-9:29.19
3. Larry Slovin (Davis)-9:30.52

4400 relay
1. HSU-3:17.68
2. Davis-3:20.24
3. Chico-3:22.15

110-meter hurdies
1. Brent Tocher (HSU)-15:07
2. Jeremy Allen (SF)-15:08

Discus
5 artes ne
2. Tyler
151-05

400-meter
2 cnan tet
2.

oees
4

3. Ryan Cummings (HSU)-50.24

3. Sean Woolley (Davis)-15.51

3. Ivan Zasimezuela (Davis)-150-09

800-meter
1. Peter Fain (SF)-1:54.44
1. Brent Tocher
2. C. Clark-Thompson (HSU)-1:55.29 2. Andrew White
(Davis)-53.32
3. Rio Anderson (HSU)-1:56.01
3. Robert Walling (Davis)-54.79

davelin
1, Jason Cotina (SF)-189-00
2. Dave Pearson (HSU)-186-03
3. Renato Grizell (SF)-186.02

TOURNAMENTS
WOMEN’S SLO- PITCH
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
When:
April 20&21

Cost: $45 Student team
$80 Community

Sign-up Deadline: April 10x

DI trerom
ore

aba a
wey
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The Lumberjack

Flores —
© Continued from page 27
—

set times that qualify her
in the NCAA Naonal Track and Field Championships, to beheld in Riverside,
a 30-

Track
and field heads
for San Francisco
“I guess I'm really proud of myself
for what I have done. I’m
about where I am. If I was
in Mexico, I don’t know what
,

tural barriers and shyness while
ing HSU.
Flores has become a leader
among her teammates.
You can always find her talking

to thank people for what

chatting about life in general,
school and running. She has become
*s friend.
“] don’t think I’m great or anying,”
she said. “I appreciate
that
people tell me that they think I did
ape job.”
“Sara doesn’t let running go to
her head, just her feet. She makes
sure
to support everyoneasa friend

and athlete,” said teammate Evan

Sjostrom, who has been friends

with Flores for two years.
“It’s been a four-year process

for her to open up and express
herself,” Wells said. “She
has taken

the leadership position and gave

directions to people. She would
pass basic information (about running) to the freshmen.”
The modest star is very thankful

for the opportunities she has received and for where she is today.

Team will get taste of the Northern California Athletic Confer-

to go to school,

but things

to a teammate during workouts,

The HSU Track and Field

I'd be doing. I would probably be

working

minute drive from her hometown,
on May 22.

cul- .
The runner has overcome

—

estate

harder
for me.
“My mom has always

me

they've

done for me, to thank the coaches

.-»” Flores said, whois inher final
competitive season at HSU. “I
would like to pay her back in some
way. It makes her feel good that I
run, that I do this for myself. She
doesn’t understand much about
running, but she’s proud of what I
am doing. I’m really happy with
the way things have improved in
my life.”
After this season, she will focus

‘on getting a teaching degree and
also work toward competing in the
Olympics in the year of 2000.
“Tt’sadreamofmineand (Alfaro)
used to talk about it with me all the

time,” Flores said. “Right now, I

just want to focus on finishing this
season.”
The name Sara Flores will definitely be heard at the Track and
Field Championships again this

year.
Youcanalsobeton
the the Flores
family attending. But for now, look
out the window— Flores may be

jogging by.

219 Sth Street, Suite 205, Eureka, CA
Open Wed - Mon,
11 - 7 p.m.
— Custom
or Classic

side which is ranked 10th in the
nation, Sara Flores will try for an
“A” qualifier in the 3,000-meter
event.

Forthemen,
Rio Anderson will

try for a qualifying mark in the
1,500 while the 400 relay team
will try and break the school
record.

PAUL

RICHARD KING, O.D.
OPTOMETRIST

Crew impressive at

San Diego Classic
HSU Crew placed well in the

San Diego Classic last weekend.

Competing
against several fully
funded scholarship programs,

the ‘Jacks placed sixth in the

°°
—

“anal

© Custom Work

© Lab on Premises

© All Prescriptions Filled

Grand Finals for the Varsity

826-7194

Lightweight Fours Division.
HSU will compete in the
Corvalis Invitational at Oregon
State this weekend.

ait CAR,

e Immediate
Eye Exams

1731 G St., Arcata

* Next to Subway

Stobilit

1090 G Street
Arcata, CA 95521
(707) 822-3136

.

came in to seal the victory.
“She isa real deceptive pitcher,”
Cheek said. “It doesn’t
like
she thro
hard,ws
but we put a radar gun on her and found
out she
throws 57mph.”
Cheek believes once she
gets
stronger, she can get her weal

On a softball team filled with
young talent, Erin Raethke is an
emerging star.

Recruited to play second base,
Raethke has stepped up to be one
of the ‘Jacks’ top pitchers.
The freshman from Milwaukie,

to60
A 60-m
mp
ph h.
softball pi

is considered equal to a 90-mph
baseball pitch.

Ore. is 16-3 overall with a 1.07

ERA in helping the "Jacks to a 34-

“She is very composed out

8 record. In Northern California

there,” Cheek said. “She doesn’t

Athletic Conference play, she has
been equally as strong posting a 5-

getriled up. Ifshedoes, she doesn’t

show it.”
“If you get too emotional out
there, your team can’t count on

1 mark with a 0.90 ERA.

First in the conference in win-

ning percentage, Raethke was
named NCAC Pitcher of the Week
March 18,
“We recruited her to play the

youand the other team might think

your getting rattled and get more

hits,” Raethke said.
Raethke earned an All-State

infield,” Coach Frank Cheek said.

_ “Tknew she wasagood pitcher but
she didn’t get that much time in the

circle in high school.”

“Coach told mewhen | first came
here, there were four pitchers that

were better than me,” Raethke said.

“I asked for a shot to pitch and got
it.”
Raethke helped solidify her position on the opening weekend of

KEITH SHEFFIELDY SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER

Erin Raethke's 16-3 record has mad
e her the heart and soul of the HSU
Softball Team this year.

the season. Playing in heavy rains,

Raethke beat Chico State in the
first game of a doubleheader. In.

Honorable Mentionat
Rex Putnam

High School in Oregon. She

played for four years on the varsity
softball team and was also a member of the ski team.
Raethke has sent plenty of goals,
both for her team and herself.

“T'd like to make regionals and

be an All-Conference selection,”

Raethke said.

Before her career is over she'd
like a trip to the national tourna-

ment and possibly being named

the second game, several HSU

pitchers struggled before Raethke

Now

-American.,
If she continues on her current

path to success, she will.
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Keep professors teaching,
keep taped lectures out
The history d

t has been looking for

Wi
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|
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In a memo sent from Lee H. Bowker, dean of the college of

behavioral and social sciences to Louis A. Okin, history d
t
chair, Bowker outlined his proposals which include videotaped

lectures and online chats between students and professors to decrease costs. The proposals would ulti
decrease the human
contact and the quality of education students would receive. —
The proposal
is aimed at lower-division
general education courses
- and would
implement senior history sadlaes as part-time instructors. Taped lectures from the professor would be used and updated
7
three to five years. If fully implemented, the pro
plan
would
have the majority of the
taught online. Computer
simulations, “chat time,” guides to the textbooks and commercially

produced education programs would replace lectures, accordingto
the memo from
r.
Okin said the ideas expressed in the memo were “thought provoking” but not solutions to the problems.
3
ot only would students feel lost if this plan were implemented,
the quality of instruction would be low in comparison to what it is

now. Professors who are updating

Sexky ageuvr THAT: You

CHECK
ae &—

THs

Was

Deve | Ss.
ats

videotaped lectures every three

to five years will not likely be inspitored
teach.
What makes HSU appealing to many students is the fact that

students can chat with their professor after class and have the

professor call them by their first names. HSU is known for its small
classes where students do not feel lost in the crowd. A major selling
point for this university is the fact that general education courses are
oe by professors, rather than teacher’s aides or graduate stuents.

Bowker stated in the memo that this was one of many plans that
could be implemented, however, this plan fails to acknowledge the
human factor. The less emphasis placed on student contact, the
Jower the quality of instruction.

Star 69, supermodels and a little town called Van Nuys;

ohased-out phone stalker
but the actual climax of this tale is a tinge

Thi the magic buttons ready for battle.

69 era and the end of my long career as
one of the world’s most feared crank call-

ers.

... ring ... and then finally...
opel a pleasant and quite possi
80 unding
,
female

ing to do with simultaneous oral-genital

"Whe

If you’re not hip to Star 69, it has noth-

servicing*:
cidence or
impressive
astris-69if

mene

, sweetie,”; I had not

let the possibility of the caller being a
ive or
penis owner enter my mind.
“I know you called and I know you

the
ion is either cointhe
phone company has an
sense of humor. Star 69 (or
you're familiar
with the

wanted to talk to me, so let’s hear it and
it had better be good.”
“Oh,
hi Dave, it’s Carrie from work,”;

Carriewas
a legiti-

catchy title),

tion, no 69. Just Van Nuys, a nowhere
town that most adults never bother to
learn to spell. That was it.
I guess not even technology can revive
a terminal social life. Between “fingering” people on the Internet and “69ing”
every Tom, Dick and Harry on the telephone, I guess I’m just another $2 male
prostitute of the communication age.
And the future of American youth? It’s
nottoo bright. Between child-prooflighters, austere tobacco reforms and now
| Star 69, juvenile debauchery is dwin-

mate co’,

| decided that I'm a ‘90s’ guy who can’t depend on an

with a leoyfriend
atifthe

‘80s’ contrivance like an answering machine to keep
up with my affairs
"C
:

was ever a

super model, she gave it all up to study

journaliem and edit the friggin’ Osprey.
Curses, foiled
again!

fa

ing

into the narrow vicinity of dirty
Be on the information highway and

“The reason I called was that I needed
to know how to spell Van Nuys, but I
already found out,” Carrie said, con-

Alexander Graham Bell is rolling
in his
grave as the rest of the nation — and the

vincingly enough to shrivel my prurient

whole damned city of Van Nuys —
soundly and without intervention

spe
od no phone we

heavy-breathing

dared
to ask, “Is your refrigerator
run-

a

booty, and, as if I have to men-

sle ps
by

dinosaurs who once

is a journalism senior.

Web pages created by

What does religion

Speech Department
The March 27 issue of The Lum-

berjack reported a resolution just
Paine coneaic wociated Studentsand
ing considered
Residence Hall
ion recommendsto
leaders of HSU that Counseling and
Psychological Services be given
enough resources to allow students to
be seen a few times in the Counseling

mean to readers?
“The inner self.”

Center, and not to just automatically

be referred into the community.
I want to thank Frieda Ravasco, the

A.S. president and Latrice Broan, Paul

Mason, Craig Worthley, Tesilya

environmental resources engineering

cil for its support on this issue. The
resolution has
had animpactin
oe to
and it has made

senior

“I think religion
is a guidance

ical

MERCADAL
ethnic studies freshman

“Karl Marx — it’s
the opiate of the
masses.A crutch

@

of the weak
people.”
biology senior

'
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Compiled

a

Pbndabs

has developed a suite of
eb pages to serve the students ofthe

and college.

Our “resources” page, with sites
and tips sent in by students
has become a repository
ofall known search
your search terms in many search enae eaence- Our page has become
good

staring

point

|
a

na

KYLE T. BUTLER
business administration freshman

by Thomas Hayes and Nora Whi
tworth

Services

ling

and Psyct

anyone search-

Ing the lntctact for infoeenen
ion,
resources, applications, e-mail ad-

dresses,

phone numbers and ad-

peat ir Ror sot our search engine
page is:
ht p: sorrel.humboldt.edu/
~speech/resources.
html
Tha—
nk you for

Dav
i id ee
rn

Pfs 39S or

The Speech Communication De-

James Floss

let i your
letting

readers

lecspe
tech
ur
come
munr
ica,
tion

In regards to Robert P. McAllister’s letter in the March 6 issue of The Lumber-

jack, I'll give you some respect
when you
of biger
picture
become
ac ves taneatt matinee. tienk toe
where you got the idea that you had to live
in a pi
hut and never use fossil
fuels to be considered an environmental-

' ist. Maybe you just stepped out of a time

machine, Maybe you only Kiten to Rush

garbage, run

have too

out of oil, have any significant impact on the
earth or that technology would
not be able to

solve every problem in their lifetime. Humanity leaves a big footprint on the face

of the earth. We just want cut to down the
shoe size.

You don’t have to eat

looks at the environmentas something
more than a cow we milk for all it’s worth.
In the past we were able to think that way
because nature was so comparably large.

We could harvest it with impunity. And
we have.
Why is everyone so concerned now?
by

i

for example, out of 2 million
the redwoods
acres, less than five percent of that has not

been logged in only 120 years. Just the fact

that we debate if we should cut them all

down for the sake of standard of living is a

profound change in thinking. Sure they

grow back but they won’t be old growthin
your lifetime or your grandchildren’s lifetime. It’s not currently possible to log the
same volume of lumber again in the next
120 years ago unless all five or six billion of
us can fit in your time machine and go
about 2,000 years in the future. Since you
probably only gave a two seater the rest of
us will be very jealous of you and Rush.
children to experience what
Wewantour
it was like when people thought they could
never cut down all the big trees, over fish,

Childhood memories never fade away
Wstunp har

cherished
slip away.

their house onthe weekends and eat Stella’s

imenmere

=
polish cooking.
s
a few blocks
ell
lived just
The McConn

your childhood begin to

away and were also like family. Many times
d
at their
we were baby-sat or entertaine

My parents were both close to 40 years

old when I was born and both were the
youngest children of older parents. My
was born before
maternal
the turn of the century and fought in
t, only onegrand
World War. Asaresul
parent was alive when I was born — my
father’s mother. Unfortunately, she
passed away before I was a year old.
Attimes I've hated the fact have older
parents. My peers in the third grade

gs.my
Ofall
house during holiday gatherin
parents’ friends, I found Albertha the easiest to talk to as a child.
were true individuals
Pecki
The
was the
era. Denver
and from a di
older brother of the famous director Sam
Pechinpah and used to be a superior court

environmentalist. That isn’t even the long-

goal. Hey, I want a fast car, but I don’t
sauce or oat
really care if it runs on
bran. I just want to cut down on the crap

coming out of the tailpipe, the resources you
it, and the impactit has on the
havetostickin
environment. Are you afraid we will reduce
to the point of eating recycled food and live
like a bunch of frogs? Well, some people
might, but that’s their choice.
As for the
smelly people
at rallies
woods.
inthe
dolive
and such, they p
So what, they probably wouldn’t like your
house either. And to set the record straight,
they are not the majority of the average type
of person who considers themselves an enThere are many more people
vironmentalist.
like myself who have such “non-organic”

activities as work and school, so we cannot

attend every rally with our favorite drum. I
hope that is not too hard to comprehend.
You are not going to go away nor are any
of these people, so quit focusing on uncommon extremes and look at the real issues.

Riley is an environmental resources
engineering senior.

Letters ——_
continued from page 32

be involved in political change however, I
d
am dismayed that University-educatestudents aren’t taking advantage of the fundaevery
to ed
mental right to vote guarante
U.S. citizen.
For those of you who say local elections
don’t make a difference, tell that to the right

over local school boards all over the country
to further their crazed agenda.
For those of you who say you don’t vote

because you're disillusioned or you're an

Canyon near Big Sur. Almost every

right-wingers who do vote. By not voting
what
of g
much
tin
you are passively suppor

would
we ys
and other holida
aallaae
Aceh
aE
a half mile away.
However, time marches on. Val passed
away of a heart attack last year, Denver
after along illness
passed away in his
Betty
and r
afhete
amonth ago, three
left their house in Bixby Canyon and moved
to Oakhurst. Albertha recently suffered a
at age 80 and is still in
minor
the heart
hospi attack
iving

AlberthaM

knife
to be an

anarchist or it doesn’t matter who wins be-

films — a
s rs
te
his brother
in ac
of the char
r.
and an
an artist
is ne
er
tough westBetty
Bixby
in
excellent cook. They used to live

I can list three couples which were
urrogate grandparents: Bob and
cConnell; Val and Stella
rek, and Denver and Betty

flint

in Fresno. Denver was just like some

- judge

us.

and cut you hair with a

and berries

With Denver and Vol's desth, a part of
forever.I il have
my childhood is

them tin
but I can only revisi
the memories

a

ig a

ie as al

Editor
nh
rt
the Opinio
Whitis wo

same,” you're doinga
all the re
cause “they'
ngand
status quo
the ini
fine job of mainta
for the
easier
even worse, making it a lot
you complain about.
Voting and getting involved in elections
ing poal
of progress
aspects ent
are fundam
litical change. The slow but sure growth of
is proof that
the Green Party in this
voting can make a difference. So, what does
it take?A half hour of your time can familcandidates.
and ues
with the iss
youize
iar
The March 6 issue of The Lumberjack certainly makes it easy for you. Wake up, read
‘up, expand your mind and vote!

Claire E. M
teacher prep

subjects
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

experience necessary.

on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
qompanies.
World travel.

822for
-8
more2
inf5
orm5
ation.

Eam up to $2000+/month working

oo

to eam money.

Great

Call

DRUMMER
looking
professional sounding and
bassist

and

for

guitarist

progr
rocke, s
fuss
ion
iand
vmor
ee.
Been playing for sixteen years.

summer STAFF NEEDED IN
&
full
-tim
e
emp
loy
men
t
NEVADA MTNS:
available. No experience necessary. THE
One
hou
r
nor
thw
est
of Lake Tahoe
For more information

Lets jam soon! 826-1513,

TRAVEL ABRO
ANDAWOR
DK
Mak

MACINTOSH

call 1-206971-3550 ext. C60473,
&@
e up to $25-45/hr, teaching

Japan, ® Taiwan,

or S.° Kor

Ne
teaching background orea Asian
lan
,

e

guages
required.
For
tion cali (206) 971-3570

in the Lakes Basin Recreatio
Area. Counselors, supervisors,n

lifeguar
-acivity ds, canoe instructors and

| Bwerience

working with girls necessary. Tent/
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orm

an

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—
Entry level & career positions

ext. J60473.
available worldwide (Hewat,
co,
Caribbean,
etc.)
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT— Waitexistaf
f,
hou
sek
eep
ers
, SCUBA
Students needed!
Fishing dive

industry. Eamupto$3000-$6000+

per month.

Room and board!

and

leaders, fitness counselors,

more

Cail

Resort
Employment Services 1-206971-

Transportation! Male or female. 3600 Ext.R60472.
experience necessary.
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(206) 971-3510 ext A60473. Callse ATTENT
ION ALL STUDENTS!
Over

_

for

LC Ill, 4/160, color

monitor, Stylewnterliprinie
modr,
em,

and tons of programs. Great simple
computer. Will train on use

$1000

PUNK RECORDS
like
$5

CDs

080, Kelly 822-7456 evenings.
AND

ENJOY A MASSAGE

in Arcata.
Massage relaxes muscle
s and
relievestension.

healing
contact. Foothedenien’

transmits

Olsson CMP 822-7247,
THE

MASSES!

consulting & repair.

OUG8 H
soldTJim

Soto Spartousmne

human
camer

Macintosh
Used Macs

677-3421.

set

a
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TEETER-A-THON!
8pm to

Sunday
midnight, the second ann
ual

fT,
will be raising money
for the Arcata Food
,
Help

support this GREAT event

Donations will be
on the
first floor of the Jolly Giant
at the infomation desk

THIS WEEKEND, ARCATACON
» & gam
ing convention,

es
:

Ee
reat prices and service. Call
for aa
free quote,

duidy. e tecos
en
t s

a

phone 826-9698

mostlike new, $5 each, 822-6399. , aey YOUR
FEDERAL AND
STA
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MAC Sone ee Great ta, preparer DONE alicensed
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eee
CI ss oe

W wee
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From
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RENT

ey

Walkorbicycleto University. One,
wo

& three bedroo
unitms. Built-

in appliances,
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ple
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Views. Now

bymost
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air
FAST FUNDRAISER — Raise sector $6 gran
fare
s
00 new in 93
to
ee
London,. Paris, Kathmandu or OU
ts &scholarships now §
$500 in 5 days — Greeks, groups, available. Al
M
PLEXES FOR RENT. 1 to 4
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n
s
Use
d
anywhere in the world. Travel
are nt
eligible
s , 1 Month
Clubs, motivated individuals. Fast, Let us help. lstude
_ 443-9868.
at $335 per
:
ls now an official air + month. Petsstarwelting
easy — no financial obligation 1-800-263-6495For more info cal
com
e!
§ minutes
amy
(tic
keting network office for the
ext. Fe0472
800) 862-1982 ext. 33
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WORK IN THE

EXCELLENT PAY!

needed! Over 400 compan
need homeworkers/distributies
ors
NOW!
Amazing recorded
mess
give
as gdeta
eils. 814-489-

National Parks, Forests, Wildite
Pres

erves,
res
WORMWOOD—Lie
now hiring seasonal workerare
s. _ this Easter Sunday.
Excellentbenefits+bonuses! Call: out
for the Church
1-206-971-3620 ext. N60473
Family, Sundays at

e
$1750 WEEKLY PossieLe
STUDENTS e
WE
NEE
D
YO
UR
mailing our circulars. For info ci
APPLICATIONS. The Unversity

Ae

.

301-306-1207
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accepting applications
Board members.
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Forde
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Then watch
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TAPE

§225K°

Our Systems Managed Care Prog
ram,

using factory parts, dramatically
increases

Performance and longevity.

Factory trained technician for

HONDA ¢ GM * TOYOTA

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's * Carb Overhaul
¢Fuel Injection Diagnosise

For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Cla
sses available!
Namaste

lowuntilatter

ve
advertisements requesting money beto MAGNIFICENT OCEAN VIEW:
sent or giving a credit card number
story, 4 br.; 2
bathhouseon 1 02 twoacres over
looking
over the phone, you or Beant? the Mad River, Arca
Burenutoveri se, Detter Business —Pactlic Ocean. Fireplacta bottoms &
Dureautovveritytheauthenticiyotthe ineont i fireplace e downetsire
FomPany. TheLumberjackwillnotbe ready, large 2-ca upstairs, cabler attached
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for the validioftyany just 10 min to HSU,

What can you do to get
300,000 miles out of your car
?

fax: 677-1617

PERSONALS
ROB WADE FOR JUDGE.

Alan Hunter

Master Technician

13 years experience

from Arcata in Manila. CARGILL
Councilon Intemational Educational FEA
L ESTATE 622-1442, 43
Exchange, offering unbeatable
air
fares througho
the world. See Bill 4 BEOROOM HOUSE,
(ArtPhotography, orcut
partly
all442-e068

for reservations and information.
A

ee
ae

Tespone
:
SAILING
tide kayak AK
e
v
e
$20"
n
tna
s
kay

aks,newpartsandaccessores
Adventures onthe bay. Hum-Boats
51

TAROT,
NUMEROLOGY a
ADINGS.
RESOLVE THOSE REBU
RNING
QUESTIONS!
25 years

$30 per hour
ina
Rain 443-1912. Visa/MC .accSal
epted

furnished.

aie

dryer,

garage,
’
Available 6/1, rent $1000, security
$800, 3050 Haeger. 822-5064.

renovated en WID, rot eae
0 pets. Available 6/1, $1,080"
—
on aoe

(602) 584-1470
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a
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THts WEEK
Music

¢ Deep Forest Pizza hosts
Span 6 Minas Rae
ot
p-m. to
Saturday and
the soft jazz of
Magic 7

onttes beter
rhythms drawn from
Tem
Tuaveey
athe Mal

Comma.

pool Sunday in Blue Lake. 668-

Eureka Inn hosts the Darius

Brotman
Duo Thursday, the John

Cote

Raczka Jazz Trio Friday and New

eee
Kafo Djun Djun open
the show. Advance tickets are

Palm

Lounge. The Unseen
Friday
and New Orleans
Dance Party Saturday
9:30
——
No cover
¢ Humboldt
hosts the
bluesy alternative pop of The

é
a)
-—o-

cert includes works by
Bach, Mandel and Gershwin.
$2 students
Ticketsare $4
and seniors, at the UC Ticket Office. 826-3531.

Vanderpool Friday and Grasslands and Gravy Boat Joyride

lk
Band,
music ofthe HSU FoClub

Saturday. Show times vary; expect
to arrive by 9 p.m. Cover ye
average $4-5. 822-4766.
e Sunnyside Pub and Eatery

Chubritza, Kefi and Sarena

Muzika can be had Friday at the
Presbyterian Church in Arcata,
Dance
Folk d
the HSUre
by so
spon
r is
experience
or ne
Club. No part
dinner begins
needed. A
by music and
at 7 p.m.,

hosts Rachel Howe 9 p.m. Satur-

day. No cover charge. 822-5493.

Work
shops

dancing. Admission is $2. 822-

826-5257.

"wil

“Internet A La
Carte: Natural Resources,” a free demonstration of
Internet and electronic resources,

be held 7-8:30 p.m. Thursday

in Founders
Hall 118, sponsored
by volunteers from the HSU Library.

Art,”

shows
12-5
pm.
Tureday
trough
Saturday starting es

by the California Native Plant

¢ A free two-part introduction
to crocheting workshop runs 29 at the Humboldt Arts Council
5:30-7:30 p.m. April 10 and 17. gallery in Eureka. The
at the Campus Center for artist exhibit includes drs
Appropriate Fechaoogy. 826-

runs 5:30-7 p.m. Monday in Siemens Hall 115. 826-3342.

Film

Vaughn Hutchins,
Michael Jenner

The

Picks
of the week
Hock your geer

The Center Activities Swap Meet for outdoor equipment

to be
runs 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday on the UC Quad. Items
Music
An American
Roots Dance Party with Cajun, Zydeco and
on four
New Orleans rhythm and blues will be

stages at the Eureka
older.
The bands

Inn 7 p.m. Saturday for those 21 and
The Sonoma
are The

Dogs,Night Train, Terry Hanckand The Soulrockers,
Matt
Vocal Point Gospel, Danny Montgomery and Friends,

severe
&

Choice Night” in two parts 7:30
p-m. and 9 p.m. Friday at the Minor Theatre. “Cutting Edge”
shows experimental
films 2-5 p.m.
and the judges’
“Best of the Fest,”
in two parts 7:30 p.m. and 9

A free Southeast Asian Cultural Evening with food, music,

a ® oThe Last Temptation of
Christ” shows 7 p.m. Friday in
Founders Hall 118, courtesy of

the HSU Literary Society. A $2
donation is
822-4829.
e “Fires in the Mirror,”
a one-

Refugee Extension Program. 826-4965.

Grab
Bag
Arcatacon,

a

games, prizes and movies will be

e “Introducing the Fullerene

$10 for the weekend. E-mail
jap$@axe.humboldt.edu or call
442-2288 for information.

- ate student Frank Landis, will be

shown. Admission is $5 a day or

© Oil painting exhibits of stu-

dents Anthony Mankins and Amy
Dacker open Friday in the
Karshner Lounge and show

through April 19, along
with a life

portrait photography
exhibit by

and Mort Scott. A reception for
the artists runs 6-9 p.m. Saturday.
e Natural History Story Time
starts at 2:30 p.m. Saturday for
ages 4-10 at the HSU Natural History Museum. Admission is free.
826-4479.
© The Northcoast Environmental Center’s April Fools Auction
and Dinner will be held Saturday
at Celebration
Hall in Arcata. The
auction starts at 7 p.m. Admission
is $25. a
required at
822-6918.
e A spring social and Easter
egg hunt potluck runs 1-3 p.m.
Saturday in Goodwin Forum,
by the Adult Re-entry
Center. Photos with the Easter
the activities. 826-3360.
e A Peace Corps workshop

are $12 general, $8 students and
seniors. 826-3928.
e “Tricks
of the Trade,” a ro-

mantic thriller play, runs 8 p.m.
Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays
through April 13 at the North
Coast Repertory Theatre. 442NCRT.
e “Better Left Unsaid: Open
Mouth Poetry Night,” starts at
7:30 p.m. tonightin
the Green and
Gold Room of Founders Hall,
hosted by the HSU Literary Society. 822-4829.

Center
Activities

See oe

Loa
513 Jrst

(two doors north of Cafe

STUPTO MACHINE, YOUVE

stu.

dancing and kids activities runs 6-8:30 p.m. Saturday in the
Founders Hall Green and Gold Room, sponsored by the

house use, will be held 12-3 p.m.
Friday at the Campus Center for

e “The Flora of Santa Catalina
Island,” a free slide show by gradu-

is $4,$3

Taste
the Pacific Rim

Founders Hall. Role-playing

Science A 564.

Admission

shows 3:30-5:30
p.m. Saturday in
the counseling
room of the North
Country Clinic, sponsored by

and Lauren Miller and Rachel
Howe. Tickets are $20. 442-6441.

growing from
workshop,
seed, outside planting and green-

will be given at 4 p.m. Friday in

ig

p.m.

De Catt and Paul Kasberg

HSU Fantasy Gamer’s Guild, runs
5 p.m. Friday to 2 p.m. Sunday in

a free presentation by Sandi Li,

g

character
Seniehej Albionfilm about
Aanenlthe New York
6

e A free plant propagation

Family: The Path to Discovery,”

Hum-

beldt Interna-

gaming convention hosted by the

Appropriate Technology. 8263551.

open at / p.
$8, $10 at the door if available. All
may attend. 444-CLUB.
e Café Mokka hosts the Celtic
trio Word of Mouth 8:30 p.m.
Saturday. No cover charge. 8222228.

with slides and pictures from John

>

is $3. 826-2739.
¢ The Jambalaya hosts Doug

DD

e “New Topographies: Land-

sold include backpacks, skis and sleeping bags. 826-3357.

dancig to the traditional

are $4 general, $1 students and
826-5436.

Belinda Gray in the Windows
Café.

shown 8 p.m. Tuesday
at the
Arcata Masonic

asker’ p-m.to liticints
midnight in the

. $17, $19 at the door if available.
923-4599.
* Double bassist Barry Green,

e Folk

Wednesday, ApeilS,1006
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